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participants in the controversy, a “‘strike is a strike’’— 

‘ onlookers, and in fact to most people who are not active 

nothing more, nothing less. Labor wants a larger share 

of capital’s profits. Production is curtailed, money and muscle 

measure strength, and after a temporary suspension, there is 

victory for one or a compromise for both. 

Do we exhibit sufficient individual intelligence when we 

reason in this elementary way, and when we look forward to 

a strike with the same complacence as we do to a periodical 

change in season? Through the purchase of an overcoat we 

are able to repel the sting of winter, but the erection of a fence 

topped with barbed wire won’t check the advance of present- 

day thought, even though it may prove a satisfactory barrier 

to the forcible trespass of dissatisfied employees. Labor unrest 

and its recurrent outbursts, are a phase of social evolution, a 

type of development that never goes backward. 

However, if present labor leaders and the operators who 

now sit in authority were to exchange places in life, these identi- 

cal fences would be built; the fights would occur with equal 

frequency and the same increasing severity. Not a letter in the 

principles of the combatants would be changed. With no less 

certain growth, the idea would prevail that “the laboring man 

will never be stronger than the government—he w// be the 

government.” The change will be effected by evolution, not 

revolution or socialism. \ 

And getting to the bottom of some matters made prominent 

in present labor controversies, is a delicate operation. The men 

Want more money because of the higher cost of living; however, 

we see some similarity in this problem and the question as to 

whether “the Bowery is tough because bad men live there, or 

whether the men are tough because the Bowery is bad.” 

It’s the same old story of cause and effect, and frequently we 

have a way of construing effect forcause. It’s a game where the 

sky is the limit and a few players hold all the good cards. Before 

long, clerks in stores will ask us how much money we have in 

our pocket before telling us the price of an article. 

It’s also interesting to note the effect of strikes on an indus- 

try. To begin with, let us lay down one general rule: The 

injury resulting from a suspension is in inverse ratio to the 

size and importance of the business affected. When the trouble 

is local and but few people are concerned, the fight is generally 

bitter and both parties to the conflict oftentimes are ruined. 

But in a branch of productive activity as great as coal mining, 

where the securities of the corporations are widely distributed 

and the product of the companies is a common necessity, too 

much is at stake; too many people are disturbed, and the con- 

tending parties are obliged to settle their differences or have 

their noses rubbed together by a power greater than they. 

In the meantime, strange to relate, the effect of such trouble 

is quite contrary to what we generally anticipate or suppose. 

For months previous to the probable strike, business is stimu- 

lated; the men make better than average money and the opera- 

tors enjoy a good market at higher prices. The suspension 

occurs and tired bodies and overworked machinery are given 

a rest. 

During the period of idleness, engineering departments 

and mine officials turn their thoughts to the rehabilitation of 

exhausted plants, and accept the situation as an opportunity 

to install new equipment and inaugurate improved methods. 

Everyone is aware the deadlock will end and the wheels 

turn again. It may be a few weeks, or several months, but 

when a settlement does come, the lost ground will be recovered, 

and a period of activity with good prices will again prevail. 

Already, on the eve of trouble, we can record that coal men, espec- 

ially bituminous, for the first time in years have had a prosperous 

season, and many operators who recently haven’t been on 

speaking terms with Uncle Sam’s currency, are smiling and bow- 

ing just as though no estrangement had occurred. 

And from the standpoint of better engineering practice 

and all-round progress, there’s a resulting advance not to be 

ignored. The tendency of the mine owner is to supplant men 

with machinery—for the first time he is impressed with the 

enormous appetites of mules as compared with motors; he dis- 

covers that machines do the work of many miners, and such 

facts cause him to slip the band from off his wallet when no 

other arguments could avail. 

The year before the recent Illinois strike, the increase in 

the number of mining machines was 3.5 per cent.; in 1910, 

the year of suspension, the increase in machines was 8.1 per 

cent. So let us view the matter in a sensible way and recog- 

nize the benefits as well as the evils. The chief sorrows of life 

are our worries about troubles that never come to pass. 
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The Cambria Coal Field in Wyoming 
A coal mine with a romantic history 1s 

rather out of the ordinary in so humdrum 

an industry as the mining of this com- 

modity usually presents. But in Wy- 

oming there is a coal mine that has a 

romance attached—a romance not of love 

or intrigue, but a romance of commer- 

cialism, railroad building, and empire 

constructing. 

HISTORICAL 

In the year 1889 the Burlington & 
Missouri River R.R., now a part and par- 

cel of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 

system, had built as far as Alliance, Neb., 
but the powers that were hesitated to con- 

tinue farther until a coal supply could be 

assured. At that time the nearest coal 

operation was in Iowa, and this was too 

great a distance to haul fuel for operating 

By Jesse Simmons* 

A description of one of the ear- 

liest coal operations in the West. 

Compressed air is used for both 

haulage and mining: the pecu- 

liarly irregular character of the 

bottom has made the adoption 

of the puncher type machine im- 

perative. A long tail-rope haul: 

age system is in use. 

*Deadwood, S. D. ; 

ated continuously, producing in the in- 

terim 8,600,000 tons of coal. 
During this period the Jumbo mine has 

been worked out—the last pillars being 

{drawn last fall—and operations are con- 
fined to the fovr workings known as An- 

A peculiar feature in connection with 

the coke was the fact that it carried gold. 
The coal itself, upon repeated tests, is 
shown to contain some gold, many as- 

says giving returns as high as S2 per ton, 

but the content is naturally higher in the 

coke. Assays made on 31 railroad cars 

showed the coke to have an average gold 

content of $2.74 per ton, some of the as- 

says showing as high as $5.60 per ton. 
Cambria is on the southwesterly edge 

of the Black Hills uplift, and gold is al- 
most universally distributed throughout 

that section. This geological fact prob- 
ably has a bearing upon the occurrence of 
gold in this coal. 

GEOLOGICAL FORMATION 

The coal of this district occurs in the 

lower Cretaceous formation, near the bot- 

WUE SS 
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GENERAL 

engines through a section of country that 

was but sparsely settled. 

Kilpatrick Brothers & Collins were con- 
tractors who had built a large portion 

of the line to Alliance, and they were 

told that there would be no further West- 

ward extension unless coal could be se- 

cured. This big contracting firm imme- 

diately put scouts in the field and after a 

diligent search the Jumbo mine, near 

Newcastle, Wyo., was discovered. Tests 

proved the coal to be a splendid grade of 

engine fuel, developments disclosed a 

large body, and the work of continuing 

railroad Westward was_ resumed. 

When the rails were laid to the coal camp, 

the 

which had meanwhile been named Cam-_ 

bria, the mine was ready to commence 

shipping, and from that date until the 
present time the mines have been oper- 

SURFACE ARRANGEMENT AT CAMBRIA FUEL Co.’s MINES 

telope Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4. A company 

was organized under the name of the 

Cambria Fuel Co., controlled by Messrs. 
Kilpatrick Brothers & Collins, which 

operated the mines until January, 1910, 

when a new corporation under the name 

of The Cambria Fuel Co., financed by 

New York and Pennsylvania people, pur- 
chased the property and holdings of the 

original company. 

The coal is classqd as bituminous and 

is one of the few mines in the state of 

Wyoming producing this grade of fuel. 

For a number of years a battery of bee- 

hive ovens were operated, the coke being 

sold to smelters in the Black Hills district 

of South Dakota. The suspension of 

these smelters curtailed the market for 

coke and none has been made for a num- 
ber of years. 

tom of the Lakota sandstone. N. H 

Darton, in a description of the Newcastiec 

quadrangle, Folio No. 107 of the Geo- 
logic Atlas of the United States, says of 

the Lakota formation: 
The Lakota formation is one of ci-e 

most prominent members brought to the 

surface the Black Hills uplift. It is 

mainly a mass of sandstone of consider- 

by 

able hardness, which, together with th: 

overlying Dakota sandstone, gives rise 

to the prominent hogback rim of the 

hills. Its prominence is enhanced by the 

softness of the underlying shales, above 

which it rises in high cliffs. Its thick- 

ness usually varies from 150 to 200 ft. 

but locally the amount may be somewhat 

greater. The sandstones are coarst 

grained, cross-bedded and massive, With 

partings of shale or thin bedded sand- 

stone of no great thickness. The 

varies from light gray, or even white, to 

buff, the last named being most fre- 

quent. 

color 
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\t or near the base there is a coal 

srizon, in which coal of excellent qual- 

attains the thickness of from 5 to 7 

in an area of moderate extent about 

ambria. This coal appears not to occur 

ist and south of the gap in which the 

inge is erossed by Stockade Beaver 

Creek. 

The coal in this area varies greatly 

thickness and purity, but, as shown 

yn the map, there is a large area in 

which it is 5 ft. thick or more, and in 

nluces it reaches a thickness of over 7 

ft. . . . The principal bed of purer, 

thicker coal trends Northeast and South- 

west, its center passing through Cambria. 

THE PRiNCIPAL MINES 

The seam has a sandstone floor and 

roof, which are quite irregular. Appar- 
ently the formation in this locality was 

affected by the geological action which 

brought the Black Hills to the surface. 

rhis territory is on the southwest edge of 

the Black Hills uplift. 
In the vicinity of Cambria the principal 

topographic feature is a plateau cut by 

COAL AGE 

Forty drill holes have been put down 

at various points on the property, the 

average depth being 252 ft. to the bottom 

of the coal. The deepest hole was 308 

ft. to the bottom of the coal. The dis- 

crepancy in the depth is accounted for 
both by the contours of the surface and 

the dip and rise of the vein. 

SYSTEM OF WORKING 

Main entries are driven 12 ft. wide in 

the clear, and cross entries the same 

width. The cross entries are turned off 

from the main entry at intervals of 600 

ft., and from these, rooms 20 ft. in width 

are driven at intervals of 40 ft., thus 

leaving 20 ft. pillars. In this way rooms 
are about 300 ft. in length. As fast as the 

rooms are worked to their extreme length, 

the pillars are drawn, and the old 

workings are stopped up as fast as com- 

pleted. 

Cross entries to the west have a uni- 

form dip and those to the east a uniform 

canons from 300 to 400 ft. in depth, and 

their numerous shallower gulchesand trib- 

utaries. The main opening on the vein lies 

near the bottom of Cambria Canon. Run- 
ning westerly this entry, in following the 

coal, crosses Camp Canon on atrestle and 

passes underground on the westerly side 

of the bridge. 

A large portion of the best coal area 

has been found under the plateau lying 

between Camp Canon and East Plum 

Creek. At this point are located the 

mines known as Antelope Nos. 2 and 3. 

These mines extend toward the west. 

Antelope Nos. 1 and 4 mines extend 

parallel with Cambria Canon, to the 

north. Workings advanced northerly in 

Nos. 1 and 4 have made necessary a long, 

roundabout haul to reach the tipple, and 
work is now under way upon an entry 

northwesterly from the tipple to give a 

more direct haulage route from these 

mines. The Jumbo mine, which lies east 

of Cambria Canon, has now been en- 

tirely worked out. 

‘OF MINERS’ Houses AT CAMBRIA, WYO. 

rise. In some cases the rise in cross 

entries is as high as 10 per cent. In the 
main entry, which, it will be borne in 

mind, has a north and south course, the 

floor dips and rises at various points— 
in some places the grade being as high 

as 5 per cent., which is the maximum for 

the main entry. 

However, the rise and fall of the seam 

averages about level, as is shown by the 
following figures: From the mouth o0f 

the pit, to the face of the main haulage 

entry, a distance of 134 miles, the floor of 

the seam rises and falls a number of 
times, but the end of the entry and the 

pit mouth are on absolutely the same 
level, as are also the three west cross en- 

tries farthest developed. 
The mine has been worked for approxi- 

mately 20 years and experience has 

shown that the seam will average in the 

neighborhood of 6 ft. in thickness. At 
points it pinches down to 3 ft., but it has 

been found economical and advisable to 

mine this thickness in order to follow up 

the body to points where it will open up 

larger. 

MACHINE MINING AND VENTILATION 

Ingersoll punchers are used for under- 

cutting, as experience has proven that 
the coal is too hard, and the floor too un- 

certain to make chain machines practi- 

cable. The floor will often dip or rise suf- 

ficiently in the length of a cut to either 

leave coal at the bottom of a cut made 

by a chain machine, or else the cut will 

enter the floor. The cut made by the 

puncher machine is 4 ft. 6 in. or 5 ft. in 

depth, and an average machine man can 

take care of 6 or 7 rooms during his shift. 

The coal is then drilled with breast drills, 

the holes being 3 ft. 6 in. to 4 ft. in 
depth and 1% in. in diameter. Three of 
these holes are sufficient to break the face 

of a room. Black powder, fired by squibs, 
is used in blasting and each miner does 
his own loading and firing. 

The low pressure air line, which serves 

the punchers, is 8-in. common pipe for 

the full length of the main entry. The 

cross entries are piped with 3-, 4- and 5- 
in., and every room is supplied with 1!.- 
in. pipe. 

The mines are remarkably free from 

explosive gases, due no doubt to their 

proximity to the surface, and fact that the 

coal is overlaid by a coarse-grained po- 

rous sandstone. The freedom from gas 

makes ventilation a simple problem and 

eliminates the necessity of the manv 

safeguards ordinarily necessary in coal 

mining. During the time that this mine 
has been in operation there have been no 

explosions, nor any fires of consequence. 

Six Capell exhaust fans are used for 
the three operating mines—four of these 

being driven by compressed air, and two. 
which are located about 200 ft. from the 
power house, are driven by steam. 

HAULAGE SYSTEM 

Wooden cars, with loose wheels (which, 
by the way, are being replaced by Whit- 

ney wheels as fast as they are worn out) 

having a capacity of 3800 lb., average, 

are drawn by horses from the rooms to 

the small partings, one and two cars be- 

ing the average trip for one horse. From 

these small partings compressed air lo- 

comotives take the coal in 10-car trips to 

the main parting in the main haulageway ; 

the capacity of this parting is 60 loaded 

cars. Trips of 39 cars are made up on 

these partings and delivered to the tipple 

by a tail-rope haulage system 8200 ft. in 

/ength. 

All tracks are 42-in. gage, and 50-Ib. 
rails are used in the main entry, 40-lb. in 

the cross entries and in the rooms 16-]b. 

—these latter being the lightest rails used 

in the mine. 
Underground 36 horses and 7 H. K. 

Porter, compressed air locomotives are 

used in handling the coal; three of these 

are 5-ton, three 7-ton and one 10-ton. 

They are charged with air at 800 Ib. pres- 
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sure: at the charging stations, which are 

from 1 to 1% miles from the compres- 

sors. At the compressors 1000 Ib. pres- 

sure is carried, giving about 800 Ib. at 
the charging stations. The charging sta- 

tions are never more than 3000 ft. apart, 

and the locomotives will ordinarily run 

twice this distance on one charge. 

The high pressure pipe line is 4 in. in- 

side diameter, and is reduced to 3 in. for 

the last 1000 or 1500 ft. As fast as the 

entries are extended, the 3-in. pipe is 
taken up and replaced by 4-in., so that 

the maximum amount of the former is 
about 1500 ft. Extra heavy wrought- 

iron pipe (+s in. in thickness) is used. 

SURFACE PLANT 

There are two frame tipples, almost 
identical in construction and equipment. 

After weighing, the coal is dumped and 
the empty cars returned on a track below 

the main track to a station at the pit 

mouth, hooked to the tail-rope system and 

returned to the mine. As the product of 

this mine is divided into two classes, viz: 

slack and 4-in. lump, the latter being used 

as locomotive fuel, the preparation con- 
sists merely of crushing, picking and 

screening. 

The coal as dumped from the mine cars 

drops into a Jeffrey 30-in., two-cylinder 

crusher, and is crushed to 4 in. From the 
crusher the coal is delivered to a sheet- 

iron picking belt, 4 ft. 6 in. wide and 60 

ft. in length. Two men, one on either 

side of this beit, standing near clutch 
levers which disengage the power-driven 

belt, pick the waste material, which is 

dropped through a chute into a car un- 

derneath the tipple and removed to the 

dump. The coal from the end of the belt 
drops over a 4-in. grizzly where the slack 

is separated from the lump. 

The boiler house contains 1500-hp. 

boiler capacity. Of this, 1000 hp. is gen- 

erated in Heine water-tube boilers, and 

the balance in return-flue boilers. The 
boilers are hand fired and the ashes drop 

to a cellar below the boilers into buggies, 

and are conveyed to a dump in the canon. 

The power-house equipment includes 7 

Norwalk compressors and 2 dynamos. 

Five of the compressors are 2-stage 
machines, compressing to 150 Ib. pres- 

sure, and two are 3-stage machines com- 

pressing to 1000 lb. The dynamos are 

75 kw. and 35 kw. respectively, gen- 
erating direct current at 110 volts. The 
former is used for lights in the camp 

and mine and the latter for operating the 

conveyor systems, machine shop, etc. The 

machine shop is equipped for making all 

necessary small repairs to cars, puncher 

machines, etc. 

WATER SUPPLY 

The company owns the town of Cam- 
bria also the water-works system, and 

supplies water to the town of Newcastle 
and the C. B. & Q. Ry. at that point. New- 
castle is an up-to-date town of 2000 in- 
habitants. 

COAL AGE 

A large portion of the water comes 

from a well 2345 ft. deep, the casing in 

which is 8 in. in diameter at the top and 
6 in. at the bottom. An air-lift is used 
to bring this water from the bottom of the 

well to a tank 100 ft. above the top of 

the well, on the side of the canon; air at 

800 Ib. pressure is used for this work. 
The pipe line to the bottom of the well 

ends in two nozzles, one 3%-in. and the 

other gs-in. in diameter, which form the 

outlet for the air. It has been found 
that the smaller nozzle gives a solid 
column of water through a 4-in. pipe 

into the tank mentioned. The total flow 

under normal conditions amounts to 325,- 
000 gal. per 24 hours. Additional water 

is developed in neighboring canons by 

means of dams and reservoirs. 

The superintendent, Mr. Naysmith, has 

had experience in the manufacture of 

plate glass, and is authority for the state- 
ment that all the necessary material, ideal 

in quality, for the manufacture of a high- 

grade plate glass occurs on the property, 

and it is quite likely that experiments in 

the manufacture of glass will shortly be 

undertaken. 

THE CAMBRIA FUEL Co. 

This company owns 17,000 acres of 
land, about one-third of which is under- 

laid with coal, speaking of which Mr. 
Darton* says: 

A coal bed averaging 6 ft. in thickness 

contains about 3,000,000 tons of coal per 

square mile, but there is considerable 

loss in working. There are now in the 

Cambria coal. fields about 10 square miles 

underlain by coal that would average 5 

ft. or more in thickness, so situated that 

it is available for working, which on this 

estimate would yield a total tonnage of 

30,000,000 tons. 

Following is an average analysis of 

the coal: 

DUD iv a ssaec hse 6s Sia Asie SR 
WOOte MALLET 5 ow sce se sn ose we 4 
BURSON SPRPEDIDND Goo 05. ond enews acs, Soawre wool 40 
AMORA, phere ores ea sea rea eo ee eee ae 1 

100.00 
EARS hee os io no we ee ae 11,247 

The mine is 7 miles from the town of 

Newcastle, a station on the main trans- 

continental line of the C. B. & Q. Rv. 

The product is used almost exclusively 
for steam coal, the screenings going to 

steam plants and the lump to the railroad. 
Exposure to the weather has no appreci- 

able effect on this coal, for the railway 
has a large quantity which has been in a 

pile exposed to the weather for years, 

and it is as good today as it was when so 

placed. The capacity of the mines would 
probably average, gf. pushed, 2000 tons 
per day, but the output is now from 1550 

to 1800 tons per day. In the report of 
the state mine inspector of Wyoming for 
the second district, year ending Sept. 30, 
1910, the production of the Cambria 
mines is given at 412,108 tons and the 

number of employees 484. 

*Folio No. 107, Geologic Atlas of the 
United States. 
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The seam contains slate bands an inch 

and upwards in thickness; when it is 10 

ft. thick there may be as many as three 

or four of these bands. Under the terms 
which are in force between the company 

and the miners union, the men take care 

of 2 in. of this waste matter, and receive 
additional compensation for anything 
above this amount. 

The camp is known as Cambria, and a 

view of it is reproduced herewith. The 

cottages are neat and well constructed 
and the character of the employees is well 

exemplified in the neat manner in which 
they keep their homes. The buildings 
owned by the company include not only 

the homes of the employees, but a club 
house, general store, meat market, three 

churches, school, etc. 

The Cambria Fuel Co. has an au- 

thorized capital stock of $2,000,000, di- 
vided into $1,500,000 common stock and 

$500,000 preferred stock. There is also a 

bonded indebtedness, on which the in- 

terest is being promptly met, and a sink- 
ing fund provided for its retirement. The 

officers are: B. F. Overholt, Scottsdale, 

Penn., president; L. T. Wolle, Akron, O., 

vice-president; Walter Schoonmaker, 
Cambria, secretary and treasurer and 
Robert Naysmith, Cambria, superintend- 
ent. To the two latter gentlemen, Messrs. 
Schoonmaker and Naysmith, the writer 
wishes to acknowledge the many courte- 

sies which have made it possible to pre- 

sent this article. 

BRIAR HILL COAL Co. 

The Briar Hill Coal Co. owns 1440 

acres of patented land, 14 miles from 

Cambria, on which 600 ft. of develop- 
ment work has been done, opening 

up a seam similar to the Cambria 
coal. The seam is so located that it cannct 

be opened by drifts, and shafts have been 
sunk for the purpose of exploiting th: 

beds. The coal is of a quality practically 
the same as the Cambria, and occurs in 
the same formation, viz: the bottom of 

the Lakota sandstone. 
The property is 48 miles West of Na- 

hant, a station 19 miles from Deadwood 

and Lead, S. D., on the C. B. & Q. Ry.. 
and 7 miles from Osage, a station on the 

transcontinental line of the same road, 

Northwest of Newcastle. A railroad with 

a maximum grade of 0.7 per cent. can 

be built from the mines to Osage at a 

trifling cost, and 20 miles remains to be 
built with a road running Westward from 
Nahant. This would give a connection 

with the Black Hills, a district that con- 
sumes a large amount of coal. This road 

would have a maximum grade of 2 per 

cent. The workings show from 7 to 9 ft. 

of clean coal, with a good roof. 

The officers of this company are: W. 

H. Lyman, Kewanee, IIl., president; Geo. 

S. Jackson, Deadwood, S. D., vice-presi- 

dent; R. F. McLaughlin, Sheridan, Wyo.. 

secretary and H. W. Trask, Kewanee, III.. 

treasurer. 
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Coal Mine Ventilating Equipment 
The theory of the centrifugal fan is 

probably understood less thoroughly than 
that of any other mechanism which is 

used to an equally great extent. The 

basic principles of its operation are, of 

course, well known but such matters as 

the effect of different shaped blades and 

the efficiencies obtainable at various ca- 

pacities and speeds are determined usu- 
ally by purely empirical methods or by 

experiment. A comparison of tests on 
different fans is rarely a fair way of 

deciding their relative worth because dif- 
ferent methods are employed for deter- 

mining the pressure and volume of the 

air and these measurements are fre- 

quently made at different points in the 
circuits. Moreover, published results 

seldom state whether the pressure given 

is the static pressure, that due to velocity 

or the total pressure. 

The following demonstration is taken, 

with some modifications, from Weisbach 

and Herman’s “Mechanics of Air Ma- 

chinery.” Since the pressure generated by 

mine fans seldom or never exceeds a 

water gage of 10 in., which is equiva- 

lent to less than 6 oz. per sq.in., or a 

2'. per cent. increase or decrease in the 

weight of the air, and since most fans 

operate at pressures % to % of this 

value, it introduces no appreciable error 

to assume that the weight of air per 

cubic foot is equal at the inlet and out- 
let of the fan. 

Taking the case of a fan wheel with 

the blades curved backward from the di- 

rection of rotation, as shown in Fig. 1, 

let r: equal the inner, and r. the outer, 
radius of the blades, the form of one of 

which is shown by 4B. Assume that the 
air, entering the wheel in the direction 

ef the axis C, is deflected radially so 
that any particle of air will enter the 

wheel at A with the radial velocity, in 

feet per second, AD =‘ p,;. In order 
that the air may enter between the ro- 

tating blades without impact, the inner 
circumferential velocity of the wheel, AE 

= uw, must equal v, cot. @, where @ 

is the angle FAL between a tangent to 

the inner end of the blade and a tangent 
to the circumference at this point. Under 

this condition the velocity, c. = AF, 

with which the particle of air begins 

its travel along the vane, is given by the 
equation: 

ey = vy + a? (1) 

VELOCITY OF EFFLUX 

The fan wheel now exerts an accelerat- 

ing action on the air until it leaves 

at the outer circumference. Let it be 

assumed that the particle of air under 

consideration leaves the wheel at the in- 

Stant at which the outer tip of the vane, 

B, has reached the pesition B’; then 
this particle has described an absolute 

By W. M. Weigel * 

Theory of centrifugal fans. 

Formulas are here derived which 
express a number of important 

relations and determine certain 
values that are required for cal- 

culating the size and proportions 

of a fan to work under given con- 

ditions. Methods and apparatus 

for the measurement of air pres- 

sures. The seventh ofa series of 

articles on mechanical ventilat- 

ors. 

mining, Penn- *Associate professor of 
State College, sylvania State College, 

Penn. 

path which we will assume is represented 

by the curve AB’, tangent to the radial 

velocity of entrance 1. 

The air leaves the wheel with an ab- 

solute velocity equal to v., tangent to 

the absolute path AB’, and this velocity 
must be regarded as the resultant of the 
outer peripheral velocity u. — B’H’ = 

BH and the velocity relative to the 
wheel, c. = B’J'’, = BJ, with which the 
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air moves along the last element of the 
vane. 

Then from the figure, if 6 is the angie, 

G'B’H’ = GBH, at which the air leaves 

the circumference of the wheel, we have: 

cs = ve + us — 2 ve Us cos. @ (II) 

The entrance velocity v,, is in all fans 

generated by the pressure of the atmos- 
phere. Let f = coefficient of resistance 

to entrance of the air into the wheel. 

Then h, = (1 + f) 
V," 

where hf, equals 

the head of air necessary to generate the 
velocity vi, and consequently the abso- 

lute pressure at A is less than that in 

the fan drift by the above amount. With 

a blowing fan, the air is taken freely 

from the atmosphere and the absolute 

pressure outside the inlet is equal to 
the atmospheric pressure. For an ex- 

haust fan, this pressure outside the in- 

let is smaller than thc atmospheric pres- 
sure by a certain amount, depending on 
the resistance of the mine. 

Let A: = static pressure above the 

atmospheric existing in the fan drift just 

cutside of the inlet, expressed in feet of 
air column. For exhaust fans hf, is nega- 

tive and for blowing fans A: = 0. Let x 

= total absolute pressure of the air at 

A, expressed in feet of air column and, b 
= atmospheric pressure in feet of air 

column. Then 

bob hy —~—s, ~ ot (111) 

where 

which is the head corresponding to the 

resistance to entrance. 

Again, let 4: = the static head of air, 

above the atmosphere, at the end of the 

outlet; that is, at the end of the dis- 

charge opening, and let w = the veloc- 

ity with which the air leaves the outlet 

to enter the atmosphere or the fan drift 

as the case may be; also let z2 = head 

corresponding to the resistance of the 

outlet. The air leaving the wheel at B’, 

with the absolute velocity v, possesses a 

certain absolute static pressure which 

we will call y, and must be able to over- 

come not only the resistance, b + h., at 

the orifice of the outlet, but also the 

resistance z. and, moreover, must retain 

a velocity, w. Under the assumption that 

the weight of air per cubic foot is the 

same at the inlet and outlet, we then 

have the equation: 

ytZ=b4+h, +2+— (IV) 2g 29 

With blowing fans A: is a positive quan- 
tity, and with exhaust fans h, = 0. 

ACCELERATION OF AIR PASSING THROUGH 

FAN 

The preceding equations, I to IV, re- 

late to the entrance and exit of the air 

with regard to the fan. The following 

equation, V, expresses the accelerating 

influence of the vanes. 

The increase in energy imparted to the 

air in flowing from A to B’, is equiva- 
lent to the difference in the heads due to 

the peripheral velocities at these points, 

or we can write: 

y+ (249°) tars 
(V) 

in which zr is the head of air necessary 

to overcome the resistance to the pass- 

age of air through the blades. 
Substituting in V the values of c, ¢., 

x and y as obtained from equations I to 

IV, we have after reduction: 



(hy —h,)=h 

and 

(2, + 2, 

and the equation reduces to: 

g (hk + 2) ae Vp Uy cos.@ (VI) 

From Fig. 25 we also have: 

_ sin. B (VII) 

se aia (8 + ¢) 

Substituting this value of v, in VI and 
solving for u: gives: 

_ [pa ey.) o 
- \ E iis 2 J sin. B cos. 

(VIII) 

This equation gives the peripheral veloc- 

ity when the pressure, and discharge 

velocity and angles 8 and @ are known. 

Now, if the vanes end radially, 8 = 90° 

and equation VIII reduces to 

u, => (h+2) += 

OF FAN 

(IX) 

AXIAL DEPTH 

From the Fig. 1, it is seen that the 

radial velocity with which the air leaves 

the wheel is: BM = v:. sin. 6 and for 

substitution in this equation, the value 

of v. may be taken from VI. Let /, and lL. 

represent the axial widths of the blades 

at the inner and outer circumferences 
respectively. Then, since the quantity 

of air Q entering the wheel is the same 

as that leaving it we have the relation: 

O=2 47,1, 02 sin. G6 = 2 77,1, 0, (4) 

from which 

Vy 

In nearly all mine fans J; = 1:, so that 

this equation becomes: 

v= 3 vy sin. d (XI) 

From the figure, the angle made by the 

inner end of the vane with the circum- 

ference is obtained, or, 

V1 

uy 
Tan.a= 

If the angle @ is not known or as- 

sumed beforehand, but some other quan- 

tity is given, say the entrance velocity 
v;, which can be obtained from equation 

: O . 
X, v; = ——, an equation for de- 

2ar.t, 

termining the peripheral velocity may be 

derived as follows: In equation VI, v- 

cos. 6, represents the tangential com- 

ponent MG of the absolute velocity of 

efflux. From the figure MG = BH — MJ 

= u, — v: sin. 6 cot. 8 and combining 

this with XI 

Y, 

eae cot. B 
? 
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Substituting this value in equation VI 

g(h + 2) 4 

and solving this for u: 

v. 

te = —— VU, col..8 
is Bt > 

Ries v, cot. 8). Lg(h+2z 
° ap) 2 

1 res 

~~ 

(XII) 

This gives us the peripheral speed for 

a given static pressure fA, in terms of the 

radii of the wheel, the angle made by the 

tips of the blades with the circumference, 

the inlet velocity, the velocity at the ori- 

fice of exit, and the fan resistance. 

EFFECT OF CURVING BLADES FORWARD 

With h and w remaining constant, u- 

decreases as the angle 8 increases. When 

——— 

Lill 

THT HHH TTT 
teers 

1 

— a ~) 
COALAGE. 

Fic. 2. Pitot TuBE 

B = 90 deg., cot. 6 = O, and equation 

XII reduces to equation IX. If 8 is great- 

er than 90 deg., then cot. B becomes 

negative and the value of u: is still fur- 
ther reduced, the other quantities remain- 

ing unchanged. This accounts for the 

construction of several modern forms of 

fans, in which the Mlades curve forward 

beyond a radial position at the circum- 
ference. 

The total dynamic pressure of the air 
is made up of the static pressure h, and 

that due to the velocity w. This total pres- 
sure is, moreover, due entirely to the 

absolute velocity v. of efflux. By referring 

to Fig. 1, as well as to equation XII, 

the effect of increasing the angle B is 

made clear. In the figure, v. is the re- 

sultant of u. and c.:, so that by increas- 

ing the angle 8, the angle between c. 

and uw, is decreased with a correspond- 

ing increase in the resultant velocity; c. 

being tangent to the last element of the 
vane at all times. 

To obtain the number of revolutions 

per minute, n, from the peripheral speed 
we have: 

6. = 2 ran 

and 

60 Us ‘ 
n—-~- = (XTi) 

277, 

CAPACITY AND PRESSURE 

From equation X, 

Q = 2 TT, re V; 

and 

O oo 
= (XIV) 

277, 7, 

If, now, we make the velocity v, of the 

air at the entrance to the fan equal to 

that at the inner circumference of the 
wheel; 

i. =g) 

and letting 

A = The area of the inlet; 

) 
= 
“1 

and 

——- 
27, 

If the radius of the inlet is the same 

as the inner radius of the wheel, which 

is quite common practice, then 

ki ¥ 
U1 ese —-! 

207, 2 

In fans so designed, the width is near- 

ly always made greater than the theo- 

retical value, to allow for the slowing 

of the air caused by resistances at the 
entrance. Actual values of /, vary from 

0.6 r, to 0.8r:, with an average of J; = 
OT Ti: 

The pressure or head of air z neces- 

sary to overcome the frictional resistances 

of the fan to the passage of air, depends 

first upon the volume of air passing, 
and second upon the mechanical con- 

struction. The work expended in over- 

coming the resistance is lost, and should 

be reduced to a minimum. This is done 

by providing ample inlet area, keeping 

the velocity of the air within reasonable 

limits by having a fan of proper size, 

providing a conoidal surface opposite the 

inlet to deflect the entering air into a 

radial direction without eddying, and 
shaping the spiral casing to allow a free 

outlet. 

THEORETICAL PRESSURE 

In equation IX, the total pressure of 

the air is divided into three parts, the 

static head h, the head necessary to over 

come the fan resistance z, and that due 
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{ L { » velocity w. Equation IX may be 

fren: 

Ug? = 9 (h +2) 4 = 

i 2 5 z-t ~ 
g 29 

w let 

H=ht+2z+2 
29 

9 av 

which is the equation commonly used 

io represent the theoretical total pres- 

sure developed by a centrifugal fan with 

spira! casing, in which 
H = The total dynamic pressure in 

feet of air column, 

and 

3”"Sash Lift 
Ir . Barometer 
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Fic. 3. SPECIAL MANOMETER 

u. = The peripheral velocity of the 

tips of the vanes in feet per 

second. 

an open-type fan, discharging 

eely into the atmosphere around the 
itire circumference, the pressure due 

the velocity of tHe air leaving the 

‘ee! is lost, and it may be shown that 

theoretical pressure due to such a 

n is one-half that of one with a spiral 

sing, or 

ith 

H=— (XVI) 

From equations IX and X we have the 
neral principles that: 

1. Under any given conditions the 

namic pressure produced by any cen- 

fugal fan varies as the square of the 
eed of rotation. 

2. The volume delivered by any cen- 

fugal fan varies directly as the speed 

rotation. 
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EQUIVALENT ORIFICE 

This term, as applied to the ventila- 

tion of mines, was proposed by Murgue, 

and was formerly more used than it is at 

the present time. Two equivalent orifices 
were usually stated, that of the mine 

and that of the fan. The equivalent ori- 

fice of the mine was an imaginary open- 

ing in a thin plate of such a size that 
it offered the same resistance to the 

passage of a given quantity of air as did 

the mine. That is, it would take the same 

pressure to pass the same volume 

through the aperture in the plate as 

through the mine. The equivalent orifice 

of a fan is likewise that opening in a 

thin plate which offers the same resist- 

ance to the passage of a given volume of 

air as does the fan. 

Let 

a = Equivalent orifice of the mine, 

and 

o = Equivalent orifice of the fan. 
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About the only value these quantities have 

is in making a comparison of the resist- 
ances of two mines or two fans. 

EFFICIENCY OF FANS 

In discussing the work or operation ot 

a fan, three efficiencies are usually in- 

volved, which, while interdependent to 

a certain extent, vary in their importance. 

They are: 

1. Manometric efficiency. 

2. Mechanical efficiency. 

3. Volumetric efficiency. 

The manometric efficiency of a fan is 

the ratio of the actual pressure devel- 

oped by the fan to the theoretical pres- 
sure. The theoretical pressure is uni- 

versally calculated according to the for- 

mula H = = This is the theoretical 

pressure for a fan with radially ending 

vanes, and, as some of the modern fan» 

have the tips of the vanes curved for- 

ward, it is possible to obtain values fo1 
manometric efficiencies that are greater 

than unity. 

The pressure developed by fans is 

usually measured and stated in inches of 

water column, and the instrument used 

for so measuring the pressure is called 

a water gage or manometer. It consists 

of a U-tube of glass, partly filled with 

water, one leg of the tube being con- 

nected with the interior of the fan drift, 
and the other open to the atmosphere. A 

suitable scale, mounted behind the tube, 

easily permits measuring the difference 
in the heights of the water in the two 

legs, caused by the difference in pres- 

Uj ! 7" 
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Then from the law of flow of a fluid 

through an orifice in a thin plate: 

Q = 0.65 av; 

and 

0 = 0.635 oF’; 

in which 
vandv’ = Velocities of air passing 

through a or o, and 

are also the velocities 

due to a head of air h 

or h’ feet high; 

or 

VS J 2 gh 

and 

From the above: 

O 

() goes S ens 

0.65 | 2gh 

O 
Cpe ————— 

0.65 VY 2gh 

4. MANOMETER FOR PRESSURE READINGS 

sure between the atmosphere and the 

air in the fan drift. 
The correct measurement of the pres 

sure of the air requires considerable skill 

and proper apparatus. There are two 

pressures, the static pressure and the 

velocity pressure, and the sum of these 

is equal to the tota! or dynamic pressure. 

To measure the static pressure, the 

end of the tube inserted into the fan drift 

must be parallel to the direction of the 

current, so that there will be no tendency 

for the air to blow into the end or to blow 

away from the end. To measure the 

total pressure, the end of the testing 

tube must be normal to the air current, 

so that the air will flow directly against, 

or into, the opening. The velocity pres- 

sure is then the difference between the 

total pressure and the static pressure. 

The velocity pressure may be measured 

directly by connecting the static-pressure 
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tube to one leg of the manometer and 
the total-pressure tube to the other; tne 

reading of the manometer then gives di- 

rectly the pressure due to the velocity. 

SHAPE OF TUBE ENDS 

Experiments have shown that the 

shape of the ends of the testing tubes 

makes a considerable difference in the 

readings. Every precaution should be 

taken to prevent eddying or impact 

around the ends of the tubes. The best 

results are obtained by having the end 
of the velocity tube slightly coned on 

the outer surface, so that the edge sur- 

rounding the opening is practically a 
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knife edge, and offers the least possible 

resistance to the air. A good form of ap- 

paratus combines both tubes in one, as 

illustrated in Fig. 4, and this is the type 

adopted by the government engineers for 

making fan tests. Another form is shown 

in Fig. 2, and illustrates the method of 

connection with the manometer. 

There is apt to be considerable oscilla- 

tion of the surface of the water in the 

two tubes, and this makes accurate read- 

ings difticult. To overcome the difficulty, 

Messrs. O. E. Jager and Geo. C. Westley 

proposed the manometer illustrated in 

Fig. 3. [Engineering and Mining Jour- 

nal, Vol. 88, p. 468.] 

Vol. 1, No. 24 

In this apparatus, the bottle shown is 

really one leg of the U-tube, but its 

area is so large, compared to that of the 

small tube, that the rise and fall of the 

surface of the water in it may be neg- 

lected and the readings are then taken 
from the zero position of the water in 

the tube to the side. The end of this 

tube projecting up into the water in the 

bottle is drawn out to a fine aperture, 
which neutralizes the oscillations. 

Recording pressure gages may be had 
which show the pressure developed 

throughout the 24 hours. They may in- 
dicate static pressure only, or total pres. 

sure, as desired, and are a valuable ac- 

cessory of a ventilating plant. 

The British Coal Trade Crisis 
from p. 604, CoAL AGE, 

Feb. 17.) 

Feb. 12—A special conference of the 

miners’ delegates, from the districts em- 

braced within the English Conciliation 

Board area, was held to receive a report 

from their representative, on the Con- 

ciliation Board, with reference to negotia- 

tiens with the coal owners. Power was 

given their representatives to continue 

negotiations with the owners on the ques- 

tion of an individual wage, the under- 
standing being that the whole Federation 

agrees to a settlement thereon. 

Feb. 13-14—A_ special conference 

of the Miners’ Federation of Great 

Britain resolved: 

That we 

(Continued 

express our regret that the 

coal owners huve refused to accept the 

principle of an individual minimum wage 

for all men and boys employed under- 

ground, as we know that there can be 

no settlement of the present dispute 

unless this principle is agreed to. In 

view of the fact, however, that we have 

no desire for a serious rupture in the 

coal trade of the country, we are willing 

to meet the coal owners at any time to 

a’ cuss the matter if the coal owners ex- 

press a desire to do so. 

It was then decided that the conference 

stand adjourned, to be called together 

when the officials and the Executive Com- 

mittee find it advisable. 

Feb. 13-16—Miners in the various dis- 

tricts, numbering 400,000, hand in their 

notice to cease work. Some of them, in 

Hobbs and Derbyshire, where they have 

already a partial acceptance of the prin- 

ciple of a minimum wage, do so reluc- 
tantly. For instance. at the Mansfield col- 

liery, employing 1941 men, only 914 gave 

notice on the appointed day. 

Conviction strengthened that a national 

stoppage cannot be avoided, one leader 
describing the position as “dark as mid- 

night.” Panic prices again rule on the 

coal markets. Figures published by the 

Registrar of Friendly Societies show thar 

the finances of the various miners’ 

Special Correspondence 

Continuation of diary of events 

leading up to the present labor 

crisis in England. The concili- 

atory attitude of the government 

and its strenuous endeavors to 

effect an agreement, are unique 

features of the present situation. 

unions, in the federation, in relation to 

their numbers were, on Dec. 31, 1910, as 

follows: 
Mem- 
bership 

CRETLAT 6. Gee ae ae $2,340,930 121,805 
DEPRVSHITCG .44.6465< 1,623,700 37,428 
South Wales ....... 751,150 137,553 
PRONE isis relevent e's, sighs es 953,275 30,944 
LANGCEBNITC .4.646<cs< 447,835 60,461 
Northumberland 409,465 37.361 
South Derbyshire... 71,585 3,622 
North Stafford ..... 176,990 8,143 
Cannock Chase .... $0,275 9,400 
Pelsall (Stall) ..... 67,145 4,059 
Warwickshire ..... 79,880 10,000 
Yorkshire <.. i... 1,763,030 $8,271 
Cleveland (M. & Q. 
PRED oor ek a caes 81,580 9,326 

North Wales 41,190 12,043 

Feb, 19-20—Negotiations suspended in 

Scotland, Northumberland and Durham, 
while in South Wales there is a deadlock. 

The Conciliation Board for England re- 

sumed negotiations, but late in the after- 

noon of Feb. 20, it was announced that 

their efforts to secure a settlement had 

definitely failed. The government took 

prompt action, and Premier H. H. As- 

quith at once issued a letter to both sides, 

inviting the leaders to confer with the 

cabinet. At the same time the coal own- 

ers made public th&r proposals for a set- 

tlement and the conditions on which they 

are prepared to accept the principle of an 
individual minimum wage for under- 

ground workmen. 

Feb. 21—Official statement issued by 

the miners’ leaders as to the conditions 

on which the demand for a minimum 

wage is based, and will be accepted, for 

all underground workers. The statement 

forms a reply to the terms offered by the 

owners. A comparison of the terms shows 

that the differences have practically been 
narrowed down to the question of the 

guaranteed individual minimum wage to 

the coal hewer working on contract in a 
normal place who fails to earn his wage 

on tonnage output of coal. The differ- 
ence now may be briefly stated at 12 or 

14c. per day. 

Fet. 22—The situation was discussed 

at meetings held in the Foreign Office be- 
tween representatives of the government 

and of the coal owners of Great Britain 

and the Miners’ Federation, respectively. 

Mr. Asquith and his colleagues met the 

trade union officials in the morning and 

again in the evening, having in the mean- 

time consulted with a large and represen- 

tative body of coal owners. The Prime 

Minister invited the national conference 

of miners to meet him on Tuesday, 

Feb. 27. 

Feb. 23—Prime Minister received in 

audience by King George, who, it is un- 

derstood, desired to hear from his chiet 

adviser personally the progress of the 
negotiations. Conference of lord mayors 

and mayors of England and Wales, con- 

vened by the lord mayor of London to con- 

sider what action they can take in the in- 
terests of conciliation and the public weal 

in the present coal-trade crisis. Govern- 

ment representatives met the members 01 

the coal owners’ committee for the pur- 

pose of further consultation, the pro- 
ceedings being adjourned to Mondav. 

Feb. 26. 
Feb, 24--The London Daily Chronici: 

says a definite step forward has been 

taken. The government is reported to have 
submitted to both the miners and the coa! 

owners certain proposals which they have 

been asked to discuss and to answer 01i 

Tuesday, Feb. 27. The secret has been 
so carefully guarded that only the four 

miners’ representatives and the leaders 0i 
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‘he coal owners consulted know the pur- 
sort of the proposals. 

Feb. 24—Conference of 170 mayors 

-onvened by the lord mayor of London 

oassed a resolution calling upon the lead- 

rs on both sides to “recognize the para- 
nount claims of the community, which 

outweigh in importance any conceivable 

difference that may divide them.” A 

‘ommittee of five was formed to watch 

syents and take such steps as may seem 

advisable. 

Feb. 26 to Mar. 1-—Negotiations be- 

tween the government and representatives 

of the owners and men separately and 

jointly proceeded during this period of 

five days. Prime Minister Asquith sub- 

mitted the following proposals for a set- 

tlement of the dispute: 

1. His Majesty's government is satis- 

tied, after careful consideration, that 

there are cases in which underground 

employees cannot earn a reasonable 

minimum wage from causes over which 

they have no control. 

2. They are further satisfied that the 

power to earn such a wage should be 

secured by arrangements suitable to the 

special circumstances of each district, 

adequate ‘safeguards being provided to 

protect employers against abuse. 

3. His Majesty's government is pre- 

pared to confer with the parties as to the 

best methods of giving practical effect 

to these conclusions by means of dis- 

trict conferences between the parties, a 

representative appointed by the govern- 

ment being present. 

1. In the event of 

ences failing to complete 

settlement within time, the 

representatives appointed by his Majes- 

government to decide jointly any 

outstanding points for the purpose of 

giving effect in that district to the above 

principles. 

of 

arrive at a 

a reasonable 

any the confer- 

ty's 

The foregoing proposals were consid- 

ered by all the parties involved in the 
dispute, and on Feb. 28 it was announced 

that “the coal owners of the federated 

area accept the proposals put forward 

. the government to make such ar- 
rangements as will enable them to look 

forward with confidence tq the due per- 

formance of agreements entered into in 

the future, and to secure that such azree- 

ments shall be binding on both sides for 
some reasonable period.” The employers 

in Durham and Cumberland also accepted 

the proposals. 

Measured on the basis of output, 60 

per cent. of the owners thus signified 

willingness to accept the government 

terms. Of the remaining owners, those 
n Scotland adhered to the 1909 agree- 

nent, but stated that they were “prepared 

0 meet the employees representative 

with a representative of the government 

0 arrange methods to prevent any injus- 
ice, and to fix remuneration in abnormal 

laces.” In cases of dispute, they are 

‘repared to agree that in the event of 

uch meeting failing to arrive at a set- 

lement, the matter should be referred to 

he decision of a neutral chairman. The 
Velsh coal owners passed a resolution 
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adhering strictly to the present agree- 
ment, terminating Mar. 31, 1915. The 

representatives from Northumberland, 

Forest of Dean, Somerset and Bristol 

were unable to accept the proposals, but 

on the following day, Feb. 29, the North- 

umberland owners reversed their deci- 

sion. 

The conference of the Miners’ Federa- 

tion passed a resolution, in which they 

“repeat that there can be no settlement 

of the present dispute unless the principle 

of an individual minimum wage for ail 

underground workers is agreed to by the 

coal owners. We are still willing to meet 

the coal owners at any time they desire 

to discuss the minimum wages of each 

district. as passed by special conferences 

of this federation.” A resolution, passed 

on Feb. 29, made it clear that what the 

men mean is acceptance of the ‘‘schedule 

rate for each district,” as presented on 

p. 604 of Coat AGE. 

Feb. 29—In a speech to the miners’ 

delegates, the Prime Minister announced 

the government’s recognition of the fact 

that the coal supply is the life blood of 

the country’s industry, and of the conse- 
quent fact that reasonable conditions of 

coal getting lie at the root of the national 

existence. The government, as a result, 

had come to the conclusion that a case 

had been made out for the establishment 

—with adequate safeguards—of a rea- 

sonable minimum wage. As 60 per cent. 

of the coal owners had also assented, 

there was a strong presumption that the 

conclusion was a just and sensible one. 

They did not intend that the existence of 

a dwindling minority of employers should 

indefinitely delay the attainment of the 

object. 

The miners had next to consider the 

best way to give effect to it. A terrible 
responsibility would rest upon those who 

clung to any particular schedule rate and 

so hindered the negotiations; they must 

allow a reasonable latitude of discussion 

in regard to particular rates, and the gov- 
ernment must be allowed to discuss with 

both miners and owners whether each fig- 

ure was reasonable. Their determination 
was to establish the principle of a mini- 

mum wage in the mining industry—by 

agreement if possible, by other means if 

necessary. 

Mar. 1—-As their notices expired, the 

men in various parts of the, country had 

“downed tools” during the week, and on 

this day practically the whole of the king- 

dom’s force of a million colliers came 

out on strike. There were further meet- 

ings between the government mediators 

and the contesting parties, but under the 

plea of existing agreements, the Welsh 

and Scottish owners were obdurate, while 
notwithstanding the powerful appeal 

made to the miners by the Premier, their 

representatives were stubborn in their op- 

position to the fourth of the government's 

proposals. In the circumstances, nego- 

? Th 

tiations were suspended over the week 

end, and Premier Asquith informed the 

House of Commons that he hoped to 

make a full statement on Mar. 4. 

[The above diary is published as a mat- 

ter of record for future reference and not 

because of its news value. More recent 

events will be printed in a later issue.— 

EpDITOoR. | 

The Colliery Manager 
in India 

According to a correspondent in the 

Capital (India), the mine manager’s life 

there is far from being one continual 

round of pleasure. The conditions noted 

cre not entirely unknown in this country 

and a point is raised which should re- 

ceive the careful consideration of all cap- 

italists interested in coal-mining. 

He says: 

“I believe I do not overstate the case, 

when I say that one hears out here of 

more changes in the managers of col- 

lieries in twenty weeks than one does 

at home in twenty years. Here a mana- 

ger assumes charge of a place, and in 

what state, in many cases, does he find 

it? Machinery with loose motion and ne- 

glected, pumps out of order, lots of the 

lower workings under water, tram lines in 

bad order or not sufficiently extended, coal 

worked away where it should not have 

been, possibly to an extent such as to 

endanger the mine or a large area of it, 

ventilation faulty—in fact, a general 

state of chaos. 

The new man has in consequence to set 

to and put the place in order, and, of 

course, has to spend money in the pro- 

cess. That puts up his cost per ton. 

The blue pencil wallah notes this, and 

presently out the new man goes. Another 

man comes on, and for a time is able, 

owing to the work partially done by his 

predecessor, to show fairly satisfactory 

results. Naturally such results do not last. 

There are so-called ‘managers’ at some 

“pits in Bengal who are nothing of the 

sort in the proper sense of the word. 

They are figure heads, or dummies, mere- 

ly carrying out orders from Calcutta offi- 

ces. One cannot, of course, altogether 

blame the men; they know that non-com- 

pliance often means the sack, though a: 

the same time they are doing or following 

a course which their professional experi- 

ence tells them is against the interests 

of the colliery as such. All this is prob- 

ably unknown to the owners (i.e., share- 

holders), and if they did know, I am not 

sure that they would care, so long as a 

dividend for the time being is forth- 

coming, and it does not appear to be 

realized by the gentry who sit in Cal- 

cutta offices, under electric punkas, and 

so effectually wield the before-mentioned 

blue pencil. 
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News of the Coal Stri 
The demands of the anthracite miners 

have been formally refused, and the min- 
ers have likewise declined to consider the 

counter proposition made by the opera- 

tors to renew the existing agreement 

for a period of three years. No further 

negotiations are in sight and it is thought 
that the policy committe of the miners’ 

union, meeting in Cleveland, Mar. 25, will 

recommend a suspension of work in the 

hard-coal region, starting Apr. 1. Inde- 

pendent anthracite operators have issued 

a statement favoring an increase of wages 

and demanding a decrease in freight 

rates by the coal-carrying roads. One 

colliery near Pottsville, Penn., has an- 

nounced a 10-per cent. advance in wages, 

effective Apr. 1. 

While the situation in the anthracite 

field must be regarded as serious, and a 

suspension of at least five or six weeks 

most probable, the indications are that 

no great difficulty will be encountered in 

bringing the bituminous negotiations to a 

satisfactory conclusion. The joint-scaie 

committee of miners and operators recon- 

vened in Cleveland Mar. 20, but probably 

nothing decisive will be accomplished 

prior to the meeting of the miners’ policy 

committee on Mar. 25. 

ANTHRACITE CONFERENCES 

The meetings of the anthracite oper- 

ators and miners in New York, Mar. 13 

and 15, were decidedly brief and practic- 

ally confined to the exchange of formal 
ultimatums, although opportunity was left 

for a resumption of negotiations. Neither 

the demands of the miners nor the count- 

er proposition of the operators was dis- 

cussed 

The statement presented by the oper- 

ators, takes up each demand of the min- 
ers separately and gives reasons for re- 

jecting it. In regard to a recognition of 

the union, it quotes the award of the 

1902 strike commission, to the effect 

that the United Mine Workers, be- 

ing largely an organization of  bitu- 

minous miners and including only a 

small proportion of anthracite mine work- 

ers, is not a desirable party with which 

to enter into contractual relations. 

The proposal for a one-year agreement 

is rejected as being opposed to the les- 

sons drawn from the strike commission's 

work and as having proved unsatisfactory 

when tried in other fields. 

The ‘“‘check-off” system is held to be 

contrary to a statute of the State of Penn- 

sylvania requiring “‘the payment to em- 

ployees by employers of the full amount 

of wages or earnings in cash.” The con- 

ciliation board is defended on the ground 

that for nine years it has “assured a 

steadiness of work and freedom from 

wasteful strikes” and that the knowledge 

has in itself tended to of its existence 
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Special Correspondence 

The situation in the anthra- 

cite field points to a long sus- 

pension, following Apr. 1. The 

bituminous controversy will 

probably be settled without any 

great difficulty. News of for- 

eign strikes. 

allay distrust and bitterness. In regard to 

payment by weight it is stated that the 

strike commission found this to be im- 

practicable and that the same conditions 

prevail now as then. 

Replying to the demand for a minimum 

rate and an advance of 20 per cent. in 

wages, the statement reads: 

We call attention to the fact that in 

1900 there was an advance of 10 per 

eent.: that in 1901 there was an advance 

of 10 per cent., and a further increase 

or 4.6 per cent., resulting from the op- 

eration of the = sliding scale. A) com- 

parison of the years 1900 and = 1911 

shows there has been a total increase 

of 26.4 per cent. 

In addition to these considerable in- 

creases, there has been an increase in 

the opportunity for work, from an av- 

erage of 165 days in the vears from 

1897 to 1901, to an average of 210 days 

for the five years from 1906 to 1910. both 

and a still further increase 

1911. 

inclusive, 

was had in 

The statement goes on to point out 

that the contract miner does not average 

more than 5 to 7 hours a day of actual 

work and it is submitted that ample op- 

portunity exists for a substantial increase 

in the earnings of the miners without 

resorting to an increase in rate. 

In conclusion, the miners are urged to 

accept a renewal of the present agree- 

ment for three years. 

The position assumed by the operators 

precluded any discussion of the miners’ 

demands and in their formal reply, de- 

livered Mar. 15, this point is dwelt on as 

follows: 

Your proposal to renew the present 

agreement does not appeal to us nor will 

it to the people we represent. The award 

of the coal-strike commission was not 

intended to continue in effect for all 

time thereafter regardless of how ma- 

other conditions 

change and not adequately 

changed conditions now in effect, 

submit that conditions have 

(hat@ award was made, 

your claim to the con- 

and 

does 

terially industrial 

might 

ineet 

and we 

changed 

notwithstanding 

trary. 

All 

since 

contained in the mine 

workers’ demands worthy of the 

most serious consideration and discus- 

sion by both parties in interest, and we 

had hoped that the answer to them would 

have been such as to have at least per- 

mitted of the fullest and freest discus- 

these vital that mean 

subjects 

are 

sion of subjects 
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ke Situation 
so much to the anthracite-mine industry, 

but, inasmuch as your proposal to renew 

the present agreement is. final, this 

renders the hope of arriving at a satis- 

factory conclusion by reason of such 

discussion quite impossible, while thi 

position of your committee is continued 

in this respect. 

The fact is emphasized that the cost of 

living has increased since the award of 

the commission‘in 1902, and in support of 

their demands this contention is set forth: 

The occupation of the anthracite-mine 

is admittedly a most hazardous 

them being killed 

And we know of no 

workers should be 

obliged to work longer hours in the an- 

thracite coal mines of Pennsylvania than 

worker 

one, hundreds of 

injured each vear. 

mine 

and 

good reason 

mine Werkers employed in the bitumin- 

ous mines of the same state as well as in 

the chief coal-producing states of the 

country. 

GREAT BRITAIN 

At the close of the third week of the 

British coal strike, the conferences 

brought about by the government, be- 

tween owners and miners having been un- 

successful, a bill has been introduced in 

the House of Commons with the specific 

purpose of settling the present difficulty. 

The proposed enactment will be effective 

for only three vears and will provide for 

a reasonable minimum wage for the min- 

ers with safeguards to protect the own- 

ers against deficiency of output. The rates 

are to be determined by the district 

boards. Considerable opposition to the 

measure is in evidence. The Unionist 

party has decided to oppose the measure, 

but the government hopes to have the act 

in force by the coming week. 

GERMANY 

The strike in the Westphalian coal fields, 

which spread last week until about three- 
fifths of the 350,000 miners were in- 

volved, has been attended by considerable 

violence and a number of conflicts be- 

tween the police and strikers. Several 

fatalities were reported. While the num- 

ber of men on strike in the Westphalian 
district is now said to be decreasing, the 

movement has spread to other fields—not- 

ably Saxony and Hanover, and some 

twenty thousand men in these districts 

have gone out. At a meeting in Bochum, 

Mar. 19, the leaders of the miners’ union 

decided to end the strike, as they now 

think it useless. Twenty thousand men 
have returned to work in the Westphalian 

region. 

FRANCE 

The strike, begun Mar. 18, in the region 
of Denain, is extending throughout the 

district and 7000 of the 13,000 miners 

have quit work. They demand an 8- 
hour day and a pension of 40c. a day at 

the conclusion of 25 years of service. 
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Bucket Elevator Chart 

The accompanying chart shows at a 

«lance, practically all the data necessary 

determine the speed, capacity and size 

‘f bucket elevators, according to the prac- 

-ce of the Robins Conveying Belt Co., 

ot New York. 

-hould be borne 

In using the table it 
in mind that the re- 

Cubic 

COAL AGE 

auired bucket capacity found in the dia- 

gram is the working capacity, and some- 

what larger buckets should be used, de- 

pending on conditions. It is common 

practice to assume the working capacities 

of Salem buckets as two-thirds to three- 
quarters of total capacity when they are 

operated on a vertical belt. 
Tke neavy line gives the solution for 

Feet 

77° 

65 tons of coal per hour, at a speed of 

175 ‘*t, per min., and a spacing of 21 

in., showing required working capacity 

of 740 cubic inches. 

To find the horsepower required for 
driving a veri. 21 bucket elevator, multi- 

ply tons per hour by lift in feet and di- 

vide by 500. This allows for 100% 
friction. 

wo Oo oO Elevator Passing 
cso cS Oo 

300 

200 

Cubic 

Cubic 

oO °O S SS oS oe oeegs S S 
S S Oo eo ococoedceo S S 
— cc rm Tt mo oO 0 DS LO Ss 

Inches Capacity per Bucket 

CAPACITY AND SPEED CHART FOR BUCKET ELEVATORS 

_ Bo find the proper size of a bucket elevator for a given tonnage or volume of material per hour and given weight ver 
ibie foot, enter chart at left with tons per hour and follow. across to diagonal line showing weight per cubie foot, thence 
own the vertical line to diagonal line 

quired capacity of buckets in cubic 
igonal showing desired spacing of buckets is reached. 

nd follow down until the desired speed line is found, thence across to spacing, ete., 

representing the desired speed of elevator, thence across to the right until the 
At the bottom, vertically below this intersection, is found the 

inches If the hourly capacity is given in cubic feet, enter at the top of the chart 
as before. 



Wire Rope Splicing 
By F. L. JOHNSON 

Wire rope is susceptible of almost per- 

fect splicing and the operation is so sim- 

ple that it may be learned in an hour 

ee arch ee - 

Fig.5 

SSS 

mechanic who is at all skillful 

in the use of ordinary tools. For all 

kinds. of transmission rope the long 

splice is used and should not be less 

by any 

Note—From “Power,” Jan. 30, 1912. 

silanated 

i 

SS. — 
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than 16 ft. in length for '.-in. rope and 
increasing to 30 ft. for the larger sizes. 

Where the splicing must be done in 

position, rope blocks are used to draw 

the wire rope taut, as in Fig. 1, care be- 

ing taken to make fast far enough from 

a. 

as NI 

— 

XN 
A 

Nan 
SS 

_ 
iFig.6. 

the ends to leave plenty of room for 
the splice and the men who make it. 

If possible, it is better to hold the rope 

taut, mark the splice on both ends, by 

securely winding with No. 20 annealed- 
iron wire, throw it off the sheaves 
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and make the splice on the floor o 

staging, as may be most convenient. 

The strands of both ends are unlaic 

back to the points wound with wire, ti 

hemp core cut off and the ends of th. 
rope brought together with the strands ix 

terlaced, as shown in Fig. 2. Any strar 

as a (Fig 3), is now unlaid and clos 

ly followed by the corresponding stra’ 

1 of the other end of the ro 

which is pressed closely into the groo 

left by the unlaid strand. The unwindi: < 
a 

iH 
y 

aS aR 
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of one strand and the inwinding of the 

ther are continued until all but about 

12 in. of strand 1 is laid in, when a 

is cut off at the same length and both 

strands securely tied with cord. Strands 

| and d are next treated in the same way 

and the process is repeated with each 

pair of strands until all are laid and cut, 

the projecting ends being tied to prevent 

unwinding, as shown in Fig. 4. 

When this has been done the splice is 

bent and worked in all directions until 

the tension in all the strands is equal 

and the rope as flexible there as else- 

where. If this is not done and there is 

more tension in some of the strands 
than in others when a stress is put on 

the rope, these strands will pull into the 
rope, making a bad looking and weak 

splice. 

Next, the open or free ends of the 12 
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strands are carefully trimmed and wound 
with fine wire. Two rope-and-stick 

clamps, Fig. 5, are now secured to 

the rope, one on each side of an end 

crossing, as in Fig. 8, for the purpose of 

untwisting the rope to allow tucking the 

strand ends into the middle of the rope. 

There are two ways of tucking in these 

ends. They are first straightened with 

a mallet. The long ends of the rope- 
clamp handles are twisted in opposite 

directions, separating the strands and ex- 

posing the hemp core, which is cut off 

and pulled out between the points to 

where the tucked-in strands will reach 

and the ends forced into the place for- 

merely occupied by the core. 

This is most easily done with the aid of 

a marlin spike, which is passed over the 

Strand that is to be tucked and under 
two strands of the rope, Fig. 6, and 

Vk 

moved along the rope spirally following 

the lay and forcing the free end into the 

core space, Fig. 7. 

In the other method the strands are 

more widely separated by untwisting the 

rope with the clamps, Fig. 9, slipping the 

free end in between the strands and cor- 

recting slight kinks by the use of a mal- 

let. 

The order in which the ends are tucked 

in is immaterial. Some operators prefer 

to tuck all the ends pointing in one di- 

rection before any of those pointing the 

Opposite way, while others finish each 

pair ef ends in series. 

If the foregoing directions are intelli- 

gently followed the splice will be uni- 

form with the rest of the rope, of nearly 

equal strength throughout, and after a 

few hours’ use it will be almost im- 

possible to detect the splice. 

A New Type of Mine 
The following is a report made by Wm. 

Nicholson and P. A. Grady, Mine In- 

spectors of the 11th and 12th districts 

respectively, to John Laing, Chief of the 

Department of Mines, W. Va.:— 

“Pursuant to your instructions of Jan. 

4, 1912, we made an examination of the 

apparatus for humidifying the air cur- 

rent as installed at the Powhatan Mine, 

and also a thorough inspection of the 

workings to determine the effect the 

humidifier had in rendering the air humid 

in every part of the area opened up. 

RADIATOR, ATOMIZER AND VAPOR JET 

COMBINED 

The following is the result of our ob- 

servations: The humidifier is placed 
about 700 feet in from the drift mouth 

and on the intake airway of the mine. 

It consists of a series of radiation pipes 

three inches in diameter running about 

70 ft. in length. In all there are about 

3000 lin. ft. of three-inch pipe running 

in five vertical rows with ten horizontal 

pipes to the row. The radiating surface 

of the whole system measures approxi- 

mately 2250 sq.ft. The inside ends of 

the pipes are fitted with small steam 

cocks so as to permit the escape of some 

of the steam into the air current. The 

amount of the vapor thus escaping is 

based entirely on the amount of moisture 

needed by the air current of the mine in 

order that it may be kept at the desired 
humidity. 

The condensed water which is formed 
within the radiator pipes is drained 

back into a concrete basin, from which it 

ic picked up by a small pump and forced 
through German spray nozzles into the 
‘ir current of the mine. The tempera- 
ture of this water is from 85 to 90 deg. 

The condensed water from the es- 

caping steam is also led back to this con- 

F. 

Special Correspondence 

This humidifier raises the tem- 

perature of the intake so that the 

air is able to absorb large quan- 

tities of water. Steam is dis- 

charged into the air and the con- 

densed water from both steam 

jets and radiator pipes is forced 

by a pump to pass in a fine spray 

into the air current. 

crete basin and pumped into the air 

through the spray nozzles. The gen- 

eral result achieved is that the intake 

air current is raised above the tempera- 

ture of the mine, thus enabling it to 

hold much more moisture, and a large 

quantity of water is deposited over the 

roof, bottom and sides when this current 

comes in contact with the cooler surfaces 

HUMIDITY 

Place where observation is taken 
Pillar work 6% left entry... 
At room 20 on 7 left entry... 
Last crosscut 8% left entry..........-.6+ 
Last crosscut 9 and 10 left entry........ 
Last crosscut 10 to 12 left entry........ 

13 and 14 teft entry....... 
‘” Main at. 14 right, entry... . 2... ...6 
Last crosscut 13 and 14 right entryv..... 
Fifth crosscut above 10 right No. 26 room 

Last crosscut 

7 room off 10 R. at 4th crosscut 
Soe Nichi et Pe PIM Gs >< coke «no oe ow ewes 
§ room off 9 right 250 ft. up... ........%. 

So Fish Gissonal.. 2... - see's 
“Hy” Main 7 and $ right entry... .... <2: 

WOMNB raha ee ere aah se cca ewer 5 

PRESSURE AT TIME 

“B” Main 

Return near 

BAROMETRIC 

of the mine. Thus is effected a condi- 

tion somewhat similar to that accom- 

panying the high temperatures of the 

summer months. A large quantity of 

moisture is carried by the atmosphere 

during the summer and when the air 

enters the mines this moisture is de- 

posited as dew as the heat is progres- 

sively abstracted. 

Humidifier 

Before entering the mine, the thermo- 

meter reading on the outside showed a 

temperature of 21 deg. F. with a rela- 

tive uimidity reading of 100 per cent. 

With t is outside reading there was enter- 

ing the mine only 6.77 Ib. or 0.818 gal. 

of moisture per minute in the air current. 

After the air current had passed over 

the humidifier we obtained a reading of 

73 deg. F. with a relative humidity of 65 

per cent. The air current from this 

point on, carried 32.78 lb. of moisture 

per minute or 3.94 gal. showing that 

26.01 lb. of moisture or 3.122 gal. was 

being injected and absorbed by the air 

current per minute. 

A reading of 56 deg. F., relative humi- 

dity 100 per cent. was taken in the re- 

turn airway near the fan. This showed 

that the total amount of moisture carried 

along in the air current at this point 

- 
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28 INCHES 

was 37.01 Ib. per min. or 4.44 gal., in- 

dicating that 4.23 lb. or one-half gal. of 

natural moisture was being taken from 

the mine surfaces every minute. 

The following readings were taken 

throughout the different sections of the 

mine, the fifth column recording the dis- 

tance in feet traversed by the air from 

the humidifier to the point at which 
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the reading is taken. In every case the 
coal dust was wet at the point at which 

observations were made. 
The above table illustrates the actual 

effect produced on the air current where, 
as in this particular test, practically all 

the air circulating through the mine was 

passed over the humidifier and the whole 

area of the mine ventilated on one air 

current. 
Wherever coal slack was found in 

the mine, it was always found to be 

in a moist, condition, and when pitked 

up in the hand was found damp and 

coherent. 

VALUE OF HUMIDIFIER 

This agency for keeping a mine in a 

damp condition, we believe to be far 

superior to any of the other agencies 

in use, such as the water box and mule, 

the carrying of water to the different 

sections by means of pipes and hose, or 

the moistening of the air by means of 

steam. By keeping this apparatus in 

operation the superintendent is assured 

that moisture is being put into every 

part of his mine where the air current 

travels. The amount of moisture that is 

proper and necessary for the safety of 

the mine can be regulated and he does 
not have to depend wholly upon the human 

element. In using the obsolete water 

box and mule there is no assurance 

that the dusty section will be made wet 

and if water is put on dust in high and 

pitching places in a mine it quickly runs 

off leaving the section dry and dusty 

as before. 

The severest winter conditions ex- 

isted at the time our readings were 

taken, and there was shown to be 37,452 

lb. or 4,496 gal. of water taken into the 

mine every 24 hours. To the practical 

operator it can be easily seen what the 
cost would be to put this amount of 

moisture into the mine with water boxes. 
The first cost of this apparatus is practi- 

cally the only thing to be taken into con- 
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sideration. The cost of maintaining and 

running it afterwards is a very small 

item. Only 52 boiler hp. was required in 

the operation of the apparatus at the 

time the examination was made. 

RooF SHOULD BE Kept EVENLY HumipD 

The complaint is sometimes heard that 

heating the intake air of a mine by 

radiation or steam causes the roof to 

fall; this idea is erroneous for it is the 

varving difference in temperature of the 

air that causes the roof to contract and 

expand, thus making it fall. 

In installing an apparatus of this kind 

to insure safe conditions within a mine 
from dust explosions, an operator can 

compute the boiler horsepower and the 

number of square feet of radiator pipe 

necessary, basing it on the amount of air 

entering the mine. A safety factor may 

be pgovided by assuming the lowest tem- 

perature and humidity conditions that 

may exist at any time during the year. 

We think that Col. L. E. Tierney, of 

the Powhatan Coal & Coke Co. should 
be given due credit for the research he 

has made along this particular line. 

A Remarkable Borehole 

An interesting feat in horizontal boring 

has been carried out at the Middletown 
Colliery near Leeds, England, in drilling 

a hole 702 ft. long in a 4 ft. 6 in. seam 

of coal, which dips about one inch in 

five yards and has a 4-in. band of slate 
22 in. from the top. The bore hole was 
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ly boring long holes in the vicinity o: 
old mine workings in which dangerous 
gases and water have accumulated. 

As may be seen from the illustration. 

the device is fitted with a stuffing-box 
and several valves or cocks. The tubular 

boring rods are made with flush joints 
and passed through the packed stuffing- 
box L, which maintains a_ water-tight 
joint during operation. When either wa- 

ter or gas is tapped, the full length o: 
boring rods and drill is withdrawn 

through the stuffing-box until past the 
cock S. This valve S is then shut off 
and the drill point removed by unscrew- 

ing the cap of the stuffing-box. Thus, 
means are afforded for withdrawing the 

drill with perfect safety to the workmen 
and without chance of water or gas es- 
caping. 

After the boring rods are withdrawn, 
the water cr gas may either be run off 

from the apparatus, or piped to some 

convenient point. A pressure gage mount- 

ed on the casing serves to indicate 

the pressure of the body of water or gas 

which has been tapped. It is, of course. 

necessary to keep the inside of the rods 

from becoming choked, and also to 
avoid any escape of water from the rods 

after holing is made; to this end the 
drill points are furnished with a spring 

valve. 

The apparatus is made in four sizes, 
ranging from one to four inches in diam- 

eter of bore, and the record pressure that 
has so far been’ tapped successfully is 

287 ib. per square inch. 

driven 8 in. above the band, and through- 

out its whole length has been kept be- 
tween the band andgthe top. 

This can justly be considered a most 

remarkable accomplishment, and Fig. 1 
shows the apparatus that was used to 

effect this result. The device is a safety 

hydraulic boring machine, made by 

George Burnside, of Shiney Row, Fence 

Houses, in the County of Durham, Eng- 
land, and probably offers the most ex- 

peditious method yet discovered for safe- 

Justification is found for the practice 

of storing coal in the open and sprayin? 
it in dry weather, in the conclusions 

reached by M. Mahler, who states tha: 

moist air has less effect upon coal than 

dry air. He found that under the in 
fluence of dry air at 25 to 30 deg. ©.. 
150 grams of coal gave rise in 30 hours 

to 1 cu.cm. of carbon dioxide and 2.5~ 

_cu.cm. of carbon monoxide. At 100 deg. 

C. the gas produced was nine times a° 

great and carbon dioxide predominated. 

ELON NS 
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Current Coal Literature 
The Best Thought Culled from Contemporary Technical Journals, Domestic and Foreign 

Safety Catch for Cages 

A South African exchange (Diamond 

Fields Advertiser) reports that the De 

Beers Consolidated Mines, Ltd., are in- 

teresting themselves in a safety catch, 

which was exhibited before the recent 

Safety Catch Commission, in Johannes- 

burg, the members of which were so im- 

pressed with its simplicity and utility that 

they urged early tests under mining con- 

ditions. 

The object of the invention is to pro- 

vide an arrangement whereby in the event 

of breakage of the hoisting rope or wire 

the cage may be adjusted to stop within 

i2 to GO ft. and be effectively supported. 

The apparatus is disposed at the upper 

end of the cage and comprises a rec- 
tangular frame, the side riembers of 

which are slotted to receive bearings in 

which are journaled two parallel shafts 
disposed on opposite sides of the wooden 

or metal guides and to each of which 
is keyed or fitted a pair of toothed wheels 

adapted to engage a face of the corres- 

ponding guide. Each pair of wheels is 
normally held, against the action of an 

adjustable spring, out of engagement with 

the corresponding guide by means of a 
wire, each wire being led round a pul- 

ley on a transverse of the frame and se- 
cured at one end to the corresponding 

shaft, the other wire being secured to the 

hoisting rope. 

It is explained that the arrangement 

is such that when the hoisting rope is 

under tensicn the wheels are held clear of 

the guides, but in case the rope breaks 
with consequent slackening, the wires 
will also sag and permit the springs to 

press the shafts in the direction of the 

guides, so that the wheels engaging the 

guides are caused to rotate and to rotate 

the shafts. Each shaft has screw- 
threaded portions engaged by nuts, one 

incline face of each of which engages a 

wedge-shaped block, the blocks being 

fixed to the transverse members of tle 

frame work. Thus by rotation of the 

shafts, the nuts are caused to mount 

the wedge-shaped blocks, and to force 

the shafts in the direction of the guides, 

causing the wheels to bite into them. 

The extent of rotation of the shafts is 
limited, according to the distance which 

the nuts may travel, so that when the 

cage has fallen slightly the shafts and 

the wheels will be gradually stopped by 

the jamming of the nuts, resulting finall, 

in the suspension of the cage from the 

wheels. 

Root Action in Longwall Workings 
In a paper entitled the ‘Action and 

Control of Differently Constituted Coal 

Roots,” read before the Midland Coun- 

ties Institution of Mining Engineers, 
Mine Inspector W. H. Hepplewhite re- 

marked that, with the statutory establish- 

ment of systematic timbering at all coal 

mines, it wae thought by many that a 

remedy ‘had at last been discovered, in- 

volving a great reduction in the number 

accidents at the coal face. As a 

inatter of fact, however, the expected 

diminution has not been attained, the 

death rate per 1000 workers by falls be- 

ing 75 in 1910, as again&t 74 in each of 

the two preceding years. Probably, he 

idded, when the workers become thor- 

oughly disciplined into the necessity of 

strictly carrying out the timbering rules, 

better results may be obtained. 

How Rock BREAKS 

A regular stratified shale of good ver- 
tical thickness directly overlying a coal 

‘ed, provides the condition favorable for 

the extraction of the coal and the safety 

the workers engaged in the operation, 
for, if the line of longwall face is in a 

continuous Straight line, the weight 

reaks will be found parallel to the coal 
face, or else the roof will bend back 

in the waste without any perceptible 

reak, 

If a true sandstone rock, which has no 
semblance of stratification or lamination, 
‘S many feet thick, the chances of ex- 
tensive falls under normal conditions 

are rare, The weight breaks generally 
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The bending of the roof does 

not commence at the face line, 
but continues back over the coal. 
This is the reason why the coal 

breaks down along tlhe mining 

face under the localized pressure. 
Chocks should not be set vertical 
but should be placed so as to lean 
two inches to the foot with their 

tops toward the working face. 

have a heavy back hade of about 45 

deg., and the stone to guard against is 

in the form of wedge-shaped pieces from 

out of the open break. 

In the event of the roof consisting 

partly of sandstone rock and partly of 

hard shale, without apparent stratifica- 

tion, it is apt to break at each successive 

web (or working face) along the line 

of the longwall workings. The break may 

be only faintly observable, or the roof 

may have bent a few inches below the 

seam of coal, this being most observable 

if the seam is of a hard texture and 

requires holing. Parallel breaks often 

occur a short distance apart and in be- 

tween the regular face breaks. Where 

the holed coal, when taken down, extends 

over the solid for a short distance, the 

roof between the sets of bars is often 

@ source of danger to the loaders of the 

coal, and should be timbered in advance 

of them. 

AN INDEPENDENT ROOF UNIT 

roof known as “non- 

Stratified clod” occurs usually where a 

thin seam lies above the one worked 

and the thicker the clod is, the less diffi- 

culty is experienced in safely supporting 

it. The thin seam rarely gives any ad- 

hesiveness to the clod, which falls away 
without any warning, such as other forms 

of roof often give. 

A bed of shale, of the weakness of 

clod, overlying a seam, is another spe- 

cially dangerous form, and when once the 

roof has broken there is no knowing 

where the cleavage will end. 

Mr. Hepplewhite says that. irregular 

bedding most often occurs where the 

roof proper overlying the coal bed is a 

tenacious rock stratum a few feet thick, 

and adds. The “intrusive shale” (if we 
may be permitted to use such a term for 
rock older than the stratum which covers 

it), from whichever side it is approached 

by the longwall face, begins with a thin 

edge immediately over the coal. It grad- 

ually grows thicker, until it has attained 

several yards in thickness, and as the 

coal face advances it gradually runs out 

exactly as it began. When it is con- 
sidered that the “intrusion” has a diam- 

eter of several hundred yards, it will be 

obvious that a long time must elapse in 

order to work a face of longwall work 

across it. It is when working under the 
thin edges that the greatest danger ex- 

ists from detached pieces of stone. The 

The form of 
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loose roof is shaped like a cantilever 

and does not have sufficient strength to 

be self-sustaining; moreover, any little 
irregularity in thickness makes the cross- 

section inadequate. 

BaD ROOF AND CARE COPULATE 

The inspector says it is commonly sup- 

posed that accidents occur most fre- 

quently where the roof is worst, because 

detached pieces are liable to fall, but 

such is certainly not the case. The fact 

that the workmen are fully aware of the 

bad condition of the roof makes them 

exercise every care in using plenty of 

supports. Accidents are more likely to oc- 

cur and usually happen, where the roof is 
comparatively hard. Risks are therefore 

run, and when an accident results the 

usual! exclamation is: ‘“‘Who would have 

thought it?” It is a well established 

fact that the greatest number of acci- 

dents occur from local detached pieces 

of roof stone. The fatalities from large 

falls are only of rare occurrence at the 
coal face. If accidents are scarce where 
a bad condition of roof prevails, surely 

by the same analogy they ought to be 

scarcer with comparatively good roofs. 

It seems to Mr. Hepplewhite that if the 
same precautions were exercised with re- 

gard to the method ‘of timbering in 
good and bad roofs alike, discipline 

among the workers and sweet reason- 

ableness all round ought to reduce the 

number of accidents to a minimum. 

REGULARITY OF JOINTING 

Discussing the line of cleavage, it is 

pointed out that it never varies. When 
once the working face has been started 

at whatever angle to the cleavage, that 
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angle between working face and cleavage 

may be depended on never to alter. Pro- 

ceeding, Mr. Hepplewhite says the worker 
knows by advancing the mining face di- 

rectly parallel to the cleavage (face on) 

that he has little labor to exert in ex- 

tracting the coal. The roof action is 

continuous along a line of face, and for 

several feet it rides over the coal. The 
line of least resistance is on the coal 

itself, which pushes off and prevents 
fractures from occurring in the roof. It 

will bend back toward the waste with 

a depression of about 2 in. to the yard. 
The pressure may occasionally defeat it- 
self, and instead of always advancing 

over the solid coal there may be an extra 

weight sufficient to cause the roof to 

fracture along the face line. The conse- 

quence is that the coal has been relieved 

of its pressure and becomes set and 

tough. The coal will have to be ad- 
vanced several yards before there is suffi- 

cient weight or it to enable it to regain 

its normal condition. The fracture pro- 
duced by the extra weight is usualiy semi- 

arched, with a smooth surface, as the re- 

sult of friction. As regards roof de- 

pression, it is of little importance at what 

angle of the cleavage the coal is worked, 

because the support has been removed, 

and the same amount of subsidence will 

be the result; but the control of it has 

a material effect. 
Mr. Hepplewhite says the chief func- 

tion of the roof supports in longwall 

working is to prevent the roof stratum, 

especially local detached pieces, from 

causing injuries to the workmen. No 

method of roof supports ever yet intro- 

duced could sustain the roof stratum in 
its rigid condition. When once the coal 

support is taken away subsidence is 
bound to follow in due course. The sub- 

sidence under normal conditions is slow 
in action, and imperceptible to the work- 

man. He is only aware of the roof set- 

tling from the fact of each line of frac- 

ture becoming more open, the roof de- 

pressed, and a renewal of broken tim- 

bers being required. The complete set- 

tling of the roof stratum up to the sur- 
face depends on the depths and the ten- 
acity of some of the upper measures. 

PACKWALLS SHOULD BE BATTERED 

On the question of packwalls the in- 

spector says it is a mistake to build 
them vertically, because it is obvious 

that the lateral pressure has a great ten- 

dency to push them inward before the 

vertical pressure has tightened its hold. 
A good principle is to build the pack- 

walls with a batter of about 6 in. in 

the yard. A 4'4-ft. bed should be packed 

on a batter of 9 in. and a 6-ft. bed on a 
batter of 1 ft. It would be found with 

the pressures acting conjointly that the 
packwalls would assume the solidifying 

state without bulging. 

An ideal way to construct a packwall 
would be to build the first half, no mat- 

‘ter how thick the seam, with a batter of 

9 in. and the remainder vertical. As 
the lateral pressure proceeds, the packs 

would all be pushed to the vertical line 

and remain to take the top weight. 

Workmen are generally instructed to 

commence building packs on the bare 
floor at the sides of the roadways, but 

Mr. Hepplewhite says he has come to 

the conclusion that both for safety and 
eccnomic purposes it is a big mistake to 

build them in that manner. 

Electric Hoisting in Upper Silesia 
Electric hoisting for main shafts is be- 

ing largely adopted in Upper Silesia, and 
the Ilgner system appears to be mostly 

favored. Electric winding is particular- 

lv well adapted to working inclined seams 

where, owing to the continually increas- 

ing depths, it is often a considerable time 

before the output from a fixed level 

reaches its maximum. The electric hoist 

easily lends itself to enlargement, for the 
Koepe pulley or drum can be coupled to 

one motor, and provision made for the 
subsequent addition of a second motor; 
the Ilgner system especially lends itseif 

to development in this direction. as the 

flywheel-converter plan can be arranged 
to suit varying demands. 

In certain instances it has been neces- 

sary to erect the winding machine on the 
headgear, as at the Deutschland mine, 
where there was no room for the hoisting- 

engine house on the ground level. At 

that mine the Ilgner system was adopted, 
the main particulars of the plan being as 
follows: 

Special Correspondence 

Electric hoisting plants, par- 

ticularly those of the Igner sys- 

tem, are being largely adopted in 

this region. One unique instal- 

lation has the hoisting motor 

directly connected to a_ turbo- 

generator. 

NoteE—From paper read at meeting of the 
North of Engiand Institute of Mining and 
Mechanical Engineers, by H@nry M. Hudspeth. 

The motor-generator takes three-phase 

alternating current at 3000 volts, and 
when running at 470 r.p.m. gives 444 h.p., 

the weight of the flywheel being about 
1734 tons. The winding motor, which 
takes direct current at 600 volts, has a 

maximum capacity of about 620 hp., 
when running at a maximum speed, or 63 
r.p.m. The Koepe pulley is 1434 ft. in 

diameter, the depth of wind 780 ft., and 
the maximum winding velocity 35 ft. per 
second. The weight of coal per wind is 
2™% tons and the amount drawn per 10- 

hour day is 690 tons. 

FcoNoMmic ADVANTAGE OF ELEcTRIC Hoist 

£ The greatest economical advantac~ 0! 
the electric hoist is its low steam con- 

sumption per shaft-horsepower-hour, 
which moreover is the only real basis o! 

comparison that can be made between 

electric and steam winders. The cost 

per ton hoisted is certainly a most im- 

portant item, but it forms no basis of 

comparison unless two plants happen to 

be identical, which is rarely the case 

Again, the steam consumption of an elec- 

tric winder is a predetermined and prac- 

tically unalterable quantity. In the case 

of steam winders the steam consumption 

depends to some extent upon the opera- 

tor. Electric hoisting engines are con- 

sidered safer than steam hoists, as ¢vl- 

denced by the fact that in Upper Silesia & 
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cpeed of 33 ft. per sec. is allowed for 
hoisting men with an electric machine, as 

against 20 ft. with a steam machine, an 
important consideration, especially in the 
case of deep mines. 

At Castellengo colliery the two winding 

engines are constructed on the Siemens- 
‘lgner system. The main particulars are: 

Depth of shaft in feet............... 853 
Useful load Im: tONS...« «6 is.s cccde wes 2.26 
Cage, number of decks............... 2 
Cage, cars per deck......-.--.+-+e0e  — 
Cage. weight in tons..............+.. 3.25 
Velocity of hoist, in feet per second... 41 
Diameter of winding rope in inches... 1.49 
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winding motor to be run only at a de- 
creased velocity. The flywheel may thus 

be again run up to full speed when the 
interruption of the steering lever is cut 

out. 

WINDER MApeE 82 Hoists PER Hour 

Under test the winder made nearly 82 
hoists in an hour, corresponding to 44 

sec. per hoist, distributed approximately 

as follows: Period of acceleration, 12 

sec.; period of maximum velocity, 10 

sec.; period of retardation, 14 sec.; per- 

| | | 
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DiaGRAM SHows How QuICKLY FULL SPEED Is REACHED 

The speed curves of the winding mo- 
tor for part of an ordinary day’s work 

are shown in the accompanying diagram. 

Mr. Hudspeth explains that the load on’ 
the winder changes over from —74 to 

+790 h.p.; 
flywheel is 1334 tons in weight and when 
running without load it has a peripheral 

velocity of nearly 325 ft. per sec. The 

balancing of the load by the flywheel is 
brought about as follows: If the load 

on the winder exceeds the normal, the 

excess must be taken from the flywheel, 

this being accomplished by inserting a 

resistance in the rotor circuit of the 

three-phase motor, the revolutions there- 

by being decreased and energy taken 

out of the flywheel. On the other hand, 
should the load be less than the normal, 

he resistance is cut out and the motor 

for balancing the same the. 

iod of dumping, 8 sec., total time, 44 

seconds. 

So far as Mr. Hudspeth is aware, the 
electric-hoisting plant at the Heinitz 

mine is the only one in existence in 

which the winding motor is directly con- 

nected up to a turbo-generator. He gives 
the following brief description of the 

plant: 
A Brown-Boveri-Parsons high-pres- 

sure turbine is directly coupled to a di- 
rect-current generator and an alternating- 

current generator. The three-phase al- 

ternating-current machine supplies elec- 

tricity for the general working of the 
mine and the braking of the hoisting mo- 

tor is made to furnish electric energy. The 
direct-current generator is connected up 

to the winding motor by means of the 

Ward-Leonard control. 
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turbine is of special interest, inasmuch 
as it is the means by which the turbine 
is enabled to take the heavy starting load 
of the winder. The valve operates in the 
following way: Under normal load the 
steam is throttled at the turbine inlet, so 

that the pressure behind the admission 
valve is the same as that before it, the 
automatic overload valve then steps into 
operation, and live steam is admitted to 

the second expansion step of the turbine, 

thereby increasing the capacity of the 

turbine considerably. 

ADVANTAGES OF THE OVERLOAD VALVE 

The percentage of vacuum in the con- 

densing plant affects to a certain extent 

the working of the overload valve. If the 

condensing plant is heavily loaded, the 

starting of the hoist brings the overload 

valve into operation sooner than usual; 
on the other hand, when the vacuum is 
good the overload valve is at times 

not opened. A further advantage of the 
automatic valve lies in the fact that if 

the boiler pressure sinks, the valve 
comes sooner into operation and so keeps 

the turbine up to its required capacity. 

The speed of the turbine is altered by 

Starting the hoist, but not to a dangerous 
extent. The revolutions per minute un- 

dergo an alteration of less than 2 per 
cent. (from 1490 to 1505) when the load 
due to the winding motor changes over 

from the greatest positive to the great- 

est negative value. This alteration is so 
small that it is not sufficient to bring the 
three-phase generator out of step. 

The author explains that the hoisting 
apparatus proper consists of a direct- 

current motor coupled direct to a Koepe 
pulley, provision having been made for 

the addition of a second similar motor. 
The machine has the usual retarding and 

safety devices, the safety brake being 

put into operation and the main switch 
opened when, (1) the exciting current for 
the motor fails, (2) the existing current 
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HoIsTING DIAGRAM SHOWING TIME CONSUMED IN 

ins the flywheel up to its full speed. 

ne actuation of the resistances follows 

‘tomatically. The over or under load- 

: of the converter necessitates a strong- 

or weaker current from the three- 
ase mains, which increase or decrease 

the current, sets into operation a small 

tor in a direction corresponding to 

r or underload. 
f the energy of the flywheel is drawn 

»n to such an extent that there is not 

‘ugh resistance to balance, which may 

‘pen if both winding engines com- 
nee together, the steering lever is au- 
vatically prevented from being set out 

far as usual, and this allows the 

Following are the main rarticulars of 

the hoisting plant when finally completed: 

Depth of shaft in feet........... cis 
Coal per hoist in toms............ 
Velocity of hoist in feet per : 
SOCOM Heer irre reer arr: 32.8 

Tons per NON ecc cc ceccecaceeeues ane 
Diameter ef Koepe pulley in feet. 26.25 
Cage, number of decks 4 
Cage, number of cars per deck 3 
Diameter of winding rope in inches 2 9/16 

Mr. Hudspeth proceeds to say that the 

turbine, which has a maximum output of 
1740 kw., takes steam at 140 Ib. per sq.in. 
(superheated to 527 deg. F.), and is con- 
nected to the central condensing plant 

at the colliery, which shows on an aver- 
age a vacuum of 92 per cent. The pat- 

ent automatic overload valve fitted to the 

ee 
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increases to 15 per cent. above the nor- 

mal; that is, by the inadmissible increas- 

ing of the turbine revolutions, or (3) by the 
rotor current increasing above a fixed max- 

imum through an excessive load on the 

motor. The motor is built for a continu- 
ous output of 557 h.p. at a speed of 24 

r.p.m. per min.; its maximum output, 
however, is 1346 h.p. The field excita- 

tien is at 110 volts and the armature re- 
ceives current at 490 volts. 

The figures herewith reproduced from 
sketches submitted with the paper show 

the speed curves for the winders at the 
Castellengo colliery and Heinitz mine 
respectively. 
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Who’s Who—in Coal Mining 
Devoted to Brief Sketches of Prominent Men, Their Work and Ideas 

The present controversy between coal 

operators and miners is filled with un- 

certainties, but none are of greater con- 

sequence than the doubt concerning the 

character and caliber of John P. White, 

president of the United Mine Workers 

of America. 

This man, born at Coal Valley, IIl., 

in 1870, started life as a trapper boy 

in the mines when only 13 years of 

age. After working 16 years underground, 

part of the time driving mules and the 

remainder of the time mining coal, his 

associates.in Iowa (where he had after- 

ward settled) chose him to be secretary 

and treasurer of the miners’ organization 

in that state. 
It didn’t take young White long to 

prove that he had executive ability as 

well as a likable manner, for when he 

took hold of the union finances in Iowa, 

there was just S600 in the treasury. 

After serving the miners six years, “John 

P.” left them with $500,000 in the bank. 

In the politics of the national organiza- 

tion, Mr. White does not lack experience. 

He was called from the presidency of 

the Iowa miners to act as vice-president 

of the main organization. After serving 

in that capacity a vear, he was again 

returned to the presidency of the union 

in Iowa, filling the position for another 

two years. This work was followed by 
his election to the highest office in the 

national union, succeeding Tom Lewis 

as president. 

Coal people, and to some extent, the 

public, have now fixed their attention on 

John White. This is his first big fight 

and the vantage points on the field of 

battle are occupied largely by the 

artillery of the enemy. It is also a fact 

that general industrial conditions are 

somewhat adverse to his cause. 

At a critical time like this, however, 

labor forces become fairly united and 

recent months have witnessed the addi- 

tion of many names to the United Mine 

Workers’ roll of membership. Further- 

more, for each union miner who ceases 

work, it is safe to figure that one other 

man not a member, but only a follower 

and sympathizer, will lay down his tools. 

It’s this condition that makes it pos- 

sible to call out 80 per cent. of the men 
when only 40 per cent. may be membe@s 

in good standing. 

There is no doubt but that John White 

has a preponderance of that essential 

quality, caution. It is also true that his 

frankness and evident simplicity will 

prove the one surprise and perhaps the 
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undoing of many opponents. He fully 

understands that “the surest way to 

convey misinformation is to tell the strict 

truth,” and you are likely to leave him, 
after a conversation, believing he has 

laid his whole hand on the table, when 

some of his best cards are in his shoe 

or up his sleeve—always handy, but quite 

invisible. 

Two of the clubs that “John P.” has 

grasped and will wield with maximum 

effect are, first, the general fuel de- 

ficiency that exists, and which, because 

of labor troubles abroad, is international © 

in scope; second, the effect of a gen- 

eral suspension of mining on the political 

situation in a presidential year. 

When I suggested to Mr. White that 

the railroads of the country have been 

buying and storing thousands of tons of 

coal, he replied with positiveness that 

such was not the case, and pointed to 

certain roads (all Western) where no 

surplus had been laid by€° I mentioned 
that, although the big anthracite com- 

panies did not have their storage yards 

filled to capacity, they had a normal sup- 

ply on hand, and that one condition pre- 

vailed now that was not the case when 
the last big strike occurred in 1902: To- 

day the people, remembering conditions 

that existed during the trouble 10 years 

ago, have filled their cellars and a great 
amount of coal has thus been stored. 

The increase of nearly a million tons 
in the February output of anthracite was 
absorbed in this way. 

One thing is sure, John White be- 
lieves he has not underrated the strength 

of his opposition. A remark I made 

caused him to lean forward and say, “I 

know they’re strong and I fully realize 

that the anthracite operators are better 

fortified today, financially and otherwise. 

than ever before, but we also are in much 

better shape than most people believe.” 

The seriousness with which this state- 
ment was delivered convinced me _ that 

the union leader is fully aware of the 

great responsibilities resting on him, and 

that, if he enters a conflict, the dire pos- 

sibilities to his followers will have been 

carefully weighed. 

White’s head is broad, his jaws square 

and every feature indicates determina- 

tion. He is not the aggressive type of 

man however, and it’s probable his fights 

will be conducted without any flare of 

trumpets, and with an absence of red 

fire. It’s this quiet inherent strength of 

the man, coupled with his serious view 

and intelligent understanding of the far- 

reaching effect of his decisions, that 

makes him a puzzle as well as a danger 

to his opponents. 

His views on vital questions affecting 

the mine workers are positive and clear. 
He does not believe that it is necessar\ 

for a union to be incorporated, so that 

toth parties to a labor contract are 

equally liable. As to the anthracite 

ciliation board, Mr. White is ready to ac- 

con 

_knowledge that this commission has ac- 

complished some good, but says there is 

such a long delay before a man can get 

action that the value and efficiency of the 

board are destroyed. I also inferred that 

he is of the opinion that men are re- 

luctant to carry a dispute to the con- 

ciliation court, because of the bad light 

the man is placed in in the eyes of his 

employers. 

When I spoke of the “‘check off” sys- 
tem the miners are demanding of the 

anthracite operators, Mr. White indicated 

plainly that he considers this demand, 

not only fair, but absolutely essential 
to the successful growth of the union in 

the Pennsylvania field. He may have 

been bluffing, but his expressed ideas on 

the matter and his evident determination 
to back up his opinions, seemed real. 

If this should prove true, then we are 

facing a storm in the anthracite field that 

will make the strike of 1912 appear like 

a summer zephyr. 
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Anthracite Operators Stand 

Pat 

After a session lasting only 23 min., 

the third, and, for the present, the final 

joint conference of the anthracite miners 

and operators adjourned sine die. Presi- 

dent White, of the miners, read their 

formal acknowledgement of the operators’ 

refusal to grant their demands and con- 

cluded with a few remarks, expressing 

regret that their plea was disregarded. 

The chairman of the meeting, Mr. Baer, 

then declared a motion to adjourn was in 

order. This motion was made and carried. 

Those familiar with the mechanism cf 

“fixing a scale” will doubtless welcome the 

end of these usuai (and useless) pre- 

liminaries. The customary ultimatums 

have been made by each side, the usual 

recriminations, charges and _ counter- 

charges exchanged, and the public may 

now rightfully expect the contending 

principals to get down to business. 

An analysis of the issues involved in 

the present controversy -discloses no new 

features. The miners’ initiai demands 

for wage increases, amounting to 40 cents 

on the ton, above the present scale and 

aggregating 28 million dollars annually, or 

approximately one-sixth the tota! value cf 

the anthracite production are, of course, 

absurd. On the other hand, their plea 

for an advance on the grounds of the in- 

creased cost of living appears to be well! 

taken. In compensation for this the op- 

erators qucte the bonus accruing to the 

miners through the workings of the slid- 

ing scale, which averages three million 

dollars per annum, and show further that 

the average working time of the miner 

has increased 28 per cent. 

Of other points in contention, probably 

the most serious is the “check-off.” The 

operators regard this with uncompromis- 

ing disfavor, and will fight to the last 

ditch before conceding such a principle. 

On the other hand, the miners appreciate 

that the very life of their organization 

is dependent upon it and will, according- 

ly, demand its adoption just as vigorous- 

ly. If, as the operators claim, the statutes 

of Pennsylvania prohibit the check-oif, 

the miners should show some satisfac- 

tory method of overcoming this or ex- 

clude the measure from their demands. 

Dustless Mines 

The experiments at Bruceton and Pitts- 

burg have probably produced a benumb- 

ing sense that dust removal cannot be 

made sufficiently complete to produce im- 

munity from coal-dust explosions. Small 

bodies of dust, smaller perhaps than are 

contained per foot run of gangway and 

room in any operating mine, have ~ro- 

duced most severe effects, actually lift- 

ing the surface material at Bruceton by 

which the mine was covered. It is convine- 

ing, but by no means consoling, to remem- 

ber that these effects of small quantities 

of dust could be and had been forecasted 

from a knowledge of chemistry. So it is 

clear that theory and practice both re- 

quire absolvte dustlessness in a mine if 

from dust removal any good results are 

to be expected. 

Some vears ago a mine in West Vir- 

ginia had a severe explosion. It was 

thought that the disaster was caused by 

dust. The dust was removed, but soon 

after another explosion occurred, and 

some were of the opinion that this re- 

currence of the event, after the alleged 

cause was removed, showed that the or- 

igina) diagnosis was entirely mistaken. 

But was it? A body of men, as Mr. 

Blackett has shown, in an address before 

the North of England branch of the Brit- 

ish Association of Colliery Managers, en- 

ters a mine with shovels and brooms. 

They fill carload after carload with dust, 

and it is drawn out of the mine. The 

workings then appear safe, but the finer 

and probably the newer dust flies away in 

the air current and finds new resting 

places; moreover, the fuel content be- 

comes exactly equal to the needs of the 

oxygen present in the air. Such condi- 

tions favor the most complete and violent 

dust ignition. 

The result is easy to imagine. The 

dangerous coal particles are still present 
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in a proportion most favorable to aid an 

explosion. The less dangerous particles 

alone have been taken away and what 

little stone dust is naturally to be found 

in the mine is removed. The more we 

consider dust removal, the more forcibly 

it is borne home that mere dust collec- 

tion is not a panacea for colliery explo- 

sions, especially if the method adopted 

is not one in which suction takes a lead- 

ing part. A vacuum cleaner may remove 

just that part of the dust from which 

most is to be feared, but the brush-and- 

shovel gang do but make conditions worse 

rather than better, and, in fact, it would 

seem that the operation of dust collection 

as at present conducted is fraught with 

much danger to those engaged in it. 

It is considerations such as these which 

lead us to emphasize the importance of 

humidification, schistification and other 

cures. They do not demand the impossi- 

ble. A mine can be made so damp that 

all the coal dust will be moistened wheth- 

er resting or flying. The air can be made 

so humid that several calories of the heat 

of combustion can be absorbed by the 

water vapor it carries. A sufficient body 

of flue dust or ground-rock dust can be 

put in the mine to dampen the heat of an 

explosion. Taffanel barriers can be erect- 

ed, which will make the extension of an 

explosion well impossible. Wat- 

tevne’s external tamping can be used to 

deaden the escaping flames from blown- 

nigh 

out shots. Permissive explosives can be 

used to reduce the possibility of a primary 

nition. 

But no man who has experience in min- 

ing will advocate the keeping of an abso- 

lutely clean mine. The finds of no coal 

company are large enough to prevent an 

explodable amount of coal dust being in 

almost every room and entry from the pit 

the remotest recesses of the 

It is not, however, too severe 

bottom to 

workings. 

a requirement to demand three things: 

Firstly, that the deposit of dust from coal 

of recent mining shall not be large; sec- 

ondly, that none of the dust, recent or 

aged, shall be dry, and thirdly, that side 

by side with all the coal dust shall be a 

foreign dust or powdered material capa- 

ble of withdrawing heat from what dust 

may burn, extinguishing it thereby, as the 

enveloping gauze of a safety-lamp re- 

strains the flame from entering the sur- 

rounding air. 

With all our experimentation we are 
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yet without much needed information. We 

do not know the relative explosibility of 

old and new dusts; we do not know what. 

are the requisite qualifications of a schist- 

ifying powder. It has not been proved 

but rather assumed that the coal dust 

just formed is more dangerous than the 

old, and it has not been shown just how 

far the dehydration and decarbonization 

of dusts intensify their power of control- 

ling an explosion. 

Powder in the Munes 
The dangers arising from the presence 

of powder in the mines have been gen- 

erally thought to result from its care- 

less handling, but it should be remem- 

bered that one of the principal dangers 

to be apprehended is that of detonation 

The laws of some states 

which may 

during storage. 

limit the amount of powder 

be carried into the mine by an individual 

miner. As a rule, in such states not more 

than five pounds or not more than is suf- 

ficient for one day’s work may be taken 

by the miner to his working face. Prob- 

ably those who incorporated the provision 

in our state laws overlooked one im- 

portant merit in this requirement. 

Prior to the enactments, 

left large quantities of explosives in the 

mines at night. Often for safety they 

would hide these in the gob. if a fall of 

rock took place over the miner’s powder 

chest or over the place where he had 

hidden his powder, a widespread explo- 

sion might result for the small burst of 

violence from the contents of the keg 

might be augmented by the added force 

of exploding gas or dust. It must, how- 

ever, be here remarked that this could 

not have frequently occurred, for we do 

not remember in a long course of years - 

a case where a powder keg was found 

detonated by a rock fall. Some explo- 

sions may have had that origin and not 

been charged to the right causes. The 

_two explosions at Adrian have been as- 

scribed to rock falling on powder; perhaps 

those at Bellevue in Canada may have 

had such a source and gin Wales the 

Maindy and Pentre explosions may have 

had a similar origin. 

A provision regarding the carrying of 

all powder out of the mines on quitting 

work should be made and strictly en- 

forced and the requirement that only suf- 

ficient powder should be taken into the 

mine for one day’s work should be un- 

falteringly observed, among other rea- 

the miners 
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sons for the purpose of backing up 

the provision just proposed. For, if a 

miner carries but little powder into the 

mine, he will almost inevitably carry out 

his canister at the end of the day for 

replenishment. 

Despite all that has been rumored, it 

will be seen from the report of the Bu- 

reau of Mines that all permissibles are 

capable of detonation. Under favorable 

conditions almost any mine explosive can 

be made to explode by means of a blow. 

It is well known that a rapid glancing 

blow from a broomstick will ignite powder 

and for a long time this primitive test 

was used to prove the relative safety of 

explosives. 

Detonable bodies should always be 

stored under good roof and the ground 

around should be freed from fine coal 

dust. They should not be left where gas 

is likely to be found in unsafe percent- 

age, and Dr. Thornton has shown that 

even when the gas is in itself not suffi- 

cient to constitute a menace, dust and 

gas may combine to cause an explosion 

with greater facility than dust alone. 

Government Ownership of 
Coal Lands 

The acquisition of the brown-coal lands 

of the Leipzig disttict, Germany, is said 

by Vice-Consul W. W. Brunswick, of 

Chemnitz, to be a step in the gradual 

move of the government to own and op- 

erate all coal lands in the kingdom of 

Saxony. This is an important economic 

measure, as the plan of the German gov- 

ernment to keep such lands in reserve 

will insure the preservation of a large 

coal territory for future generations and 

assure the working of the fields in a 

The ac- 

quisition of an extensive area at Kie- 

ritzsch will be considered by the Saxon 

parliament at its next session. 

regular and systematic manner. 

The mine laws of New South Wales 

state that no person will be allowed to 

act as a mine electrician or as an assist- 

ant electrician, unless he shall be the 

holder of a certificate of competency, is- 

sued by the Department of Mines, au- 

thorizing him to act in either of these 

capacities. Mine engineers also are ex- 

amined by the government and only the 

holders of certificates may be employed 

where life is at stake. It would be well 

if mine laws in the United States made 

like provision. 
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Discussion by Readers 
Comment, Criticism and Debate upon Previous Articles, and Letters from Practical Men 

Electric Pump in Mine 

On page 685 of CoAL Ace, Mar. 2, 

T. E. Richards states he has an electric 

pump located 1200 ft. from the water in 

a mine and discharging 2000 ft. to the 

surface, using 2-in. suction and column 

pipes. Mr. Richards asks if it would 

be wise to use a 3-in. pipe line instead 
of the 2-in. now installed, and to set 

the pump nearer the water. 
I would say that with a long suction 

pipe, or one with bends and valves, the 
resistance to the flow of water to the 
pump will be considerable. In any case, 
with such a long suction pipe an air 

chamber should be used, in order to 

maintain a continuous flow of water to 

the pump and avoid the necessity of 

stopping this flow at each stroke of the 

pump. The resistance caused by the long 

suction pipe may be so great that the 

atmospheric pressure acting on the water 

may not be sufficient to force it to the 

pump, especially if the vertical height 

or lift is considerable. When the pump 

is set right over the water basin, the 
pump will work better, generally, if the 

lift does not exceed 18 ft. A pump al- 

ways works better when located near 

the source of the water supply; but when 

the pump is located at a distance from 
the water and the suction pipe has a 

long horizontal run the pipe line should 

be one or two sizes larger than is re- 

quired where the pump is located near 

the water. When there is no air chamber 

on the suction pipe, the water flowing 
through the pump comes to rest at each 

stroke of the pump; and when the suc- 

ion pipe is long and the resistance great 

the water often does not flow to the pump 

‘Ss rapidly as the piston moves. This 

‘auses an imperfect action of the pump 

nd produces a_ severe blow called 

‘water-hammer” or “pounding” when the 
iston again meets the inflowing water. 

In determining the size of pipe to be 

sed in pumping it is customary to as- 
ume a velocity of 400 ft. per minute in 

le discharge pipe, and half this velocity 
r 200 ft. per minute in the suction pipe. 

Now assuming the 2-in. column pipe 

‘ used, as at present installed, and cal- 
ulating the volume of water discharged 

: feet per minute, for a pipe 2 in. in 

ameter and a velocity of 400 ft. per 

inute, or 6.6 ft. per second, the volume 
' water discharged (G) will be 

G = 2.448 ad pv 

= 2.448 x 2? x 6.6 = 64.62, say 65 

gal. per min. 

The formulas for calculating the diam- 

eters of the suction and discharge pipes, 

when the flow of water is given in gal- 

lons per minute (G), are as follows: 

Discharge pipe, 

d=—0.25 V G=0.25 Y 6§=2.1, say 22n. 

Suction pipe, 

d= 0.35 |) G=0.35 VW 65= 2.8, say 3 an. 

I would place this pump nearer the 

source of water supply, say moving it 

down about 1000 ft. This will give the 

pump 200 ft. of a suction line and 3000 

ft. of a discharge line. 

ARTHUR DUKEs, 

Mine Foreman. 

Marsteller, Penn. 

Thawing Frozen Pipe Line 

by Electricity 
I have been much interested in the 

guestion asked by “C. B.” and answered 

in CoAL AcE, Feb. 10, p. 586. The ques- 
tion asks how can electric power be used to 

thaw out 100 ft. of a frozen 2-in. iron pipe 

line; and what arrangements are neces- 

sary in order to accomplish this. The 

question states that ample electrical 
power is at hand, but does not say wheth- 

er the current is alternating current or di- 

rect current. 

If direct current is being used, which 

is generally the case in mining practice, 

a motor-generator is necessary in order 

to reduce the voltage of the current to, 

say 30 or 40 volts, and obtain a current 

of from 300 to 400 amp. On the other 

hand, if alternating current is being used, 

the arrangements that are necessary to 

transform the current are entirely differ- 

ent. A special transformer would then 
be required to regulate the voltage to the 

desired amount, and to give the proper 

amperage. Either of these methods is 

probably an economical one to employ, 

if the power consumption is the chief 

factor to be considered. 

I would like to ask, however, if a water 

resistance could not be used with direct 
current, where there was a pressure >f, 
say 250 volts and a current of 1500 
amp. Would it not be possible, by the 

use of a water resistance, to reduce this 

current to the proper voltage and amper- 

age for thawing the pipe line? 

Suppose, for example, that it required 
300 amp. at 50 volts pressure to thaw out 

the pipe line, what would be the effect on 

the pipe if there was 150 volts pressure, 
and 300 amp. flowing through the pipe? 

Would this additional pressure or volt- 

age have any effect on the heating capac- 

ity of the current? I appreciate the faci 

that this would be a wasteful method if 

it could be employed. I wish that some 

of our readers who have had experience 

in thawing pipe lines by means of elec- 
tricity, and who understand the use of 

the different electrical currents, would 

give us their experience and advice. 

THOMAS BRENNAN. 

Herminie, Penn. 
[The water resistance suggested by our 

correspondent is a very convenient form 

of rheostat and can be employed to step 

down the voltage the desired amount. 

What pressure will be required to give 

the current necessary to heat the pipe 
will depend on the resistance, which can 

only be determined by trial or test. The 

heating effect is determined by (/°R) the 

square of the current times the resist- 

ance. If the resistance of this pipe is 
such as to allow a current of only 300 

amp. to pass under a pressure of 50 volts, 

the remaining 100 volts will be lost in the 

rheostat and wasted.—EpiTor. ] 

The Proper Size of Pipe 
Replying to the question of T. E. 

Richards, in CoAL AGE, Vol. 1, page 685, 

regarding the proper location for a pump 

and the best size of pipe to use, I note 

that he leaves out two important fac- 

tors: The capacity of his pump and the 

amount of water to be discharged in a 

given time. These would determine 

definitely the advantages to -be gained 

by making a change. Since he says noth- 

ing about pumping against a head, I am 

assuming that the suction and discharge 

are practically level. s 

As is well known, the practical lift of 

the ordinary pump will not exceed 24 

ft. Referring, then, to a table giving the 

loss of head in pipes for each 100 ft. in 

length, we find that a flow of 3'. cu.ft. 

per min. through a 2-in. pipe will cause 

a loss of head, due to friction, of prac- 

tically 2 ft. per 100 ft. of pipe. The 

suction in this case is 1200 ft. in length. 

so that the loss of head due to friction 

would be 24 ft., or the maximum limit 

of suction. 

Assuming that this pump is large 
enough to handle twice this amount of 

water in the same time, a change to 3-in. 

pipe on the suction would reduce the 

loss of head due to friction in the pipe 
to 1 ft. per 100 ft. of pipe. Under these 

conditions the loss of head in the suction 

pipe, due to friction, would be equal to 
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12 ft. when handling a flow of 7 cu.ft. 

per min. This allows him to pump the 

same amount of water in 12 hr. that now 

takes 24, and the work required at the 

suction end of the pump would be only 

half as great. 

For the discharge end we find by ref- 

erence to the tables, that by doubling the 

rate of flow as stated, there is a loss of 

head, due to friction, of a trifle over 7 

ft. per 100 ft. when using 2-in. pipe. This 

amounts to a total of 140 ft., which is 

about the limit of the ordinary low-pres- 

sure pump. I would recommend for use 

in this case a 2!'.5-in. pipe which would 

give a friction head of about 46 ft. It 

is generally a good rule in all pump 

installations to make the suction at least 

50 per cent. larger than the discharge. 

W. D. GRIFFITH, 

Civil and Mining Engineer. 

Pikeville, Ky. 

Mine Pump Problem 
In reply to Mr. Richard’s mine-pump 

problem contained in your issue of Mar. 

2. I would recommend him to lay the 
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3-in. line, which he has on hand, and to 

move the pump, providing there is lodg- 

ment enough for water. I would also 

have a 4-in. suction and a 3-in. discharge. 

I think 12 hours or less would suffice to 

remove the water if the pumps were lo- 

cated nearer the sump. It makes it 

easier for the pump to continue primed, 

and also easier to start the water after 

it has been stopped. By this arrange- 

ment you can pump 2'¢ times as much 

water as before, with a consequent re- 
duction of attendance and of power used; 

moreover a saving of wear and tear in 

the line will be effected. 

Marion, IIl. DAVID FULTON. 

[Mr. Fulton’s suggestions are good, but 

he overlooks the fact that Mr. Richards 

gave no data relative to the suction and 

force lifts of the water. These lifts may 

be such, as will account for the slowness 

with which the water is pumped out and 

the friction losses may not be the im- 

portant difficulty. 

Taking the view that the lift is nil, a 

3-in. pipe will car., under the same 

pressure about 2.75 times as much water 

as a 2-in. pipe, the comparative carrying 

Capacities being given roughly by the 

ratio (3), so Mr. Fulton's claim for 

the new arrangement, with a 4-in. suc- 

tion to reduce intake losses, is quite con- 

servative, assuming that the pipe fric- 

tion is the only resistance to be met.— 

EpiTor. } 

Best Method of Timbering 
A Mine Parting 

I would like to see in CoAL AGE the 

expression of the opinions of readers as 
to the best method of timbering a lie or 

mine parting, under the following condi- 

tions: The mine roof is tender and the 

two tracks are so close together as to 

make it impossible to set a post between 

the main track and the side track. 

This question is suggested for discus- 

sion by readers and I hope it will receive 

a generous response. 
NOAH BURTON. 

Anglin, Ky. 

Summary of the Mine Fire Letters 
Reviewing the discussion recently car- 

ried on in the columns of CoAL AGE, one 

is tempted to ask, what answer is to be 

given to the original question. 

The question was, ‘“‘Disregarding local 

conditions, that modify any specific rule, 

is it not possible to prescribe in general 

whether a fire at the face of a pair of 

entries should be sealed off first on the 

intake or first on the return side of the 

fire?” It was also left as an inference 

that gas (firedamp) might be present. 

Trying to place myself in the same 

mental attitude as the original questioner 

and approach the subject with a free mind 

open to conviction either way, I carefully 

reread the whole discussion and made a 

table in which I have tabulated the re- 

sult of the vote and a digest of the rea- 

sons. A careful analysis of this table re- 

veals the following: 

Teted letters: WHEE Riks ~s606586 6S kSK 32 
Number of contributors to the dis- 
GM. 54 6 Sa ea ee oka ek 32 

Number advocating first stopping in 
NR hs, oh 5c 5 Ge ae be Nit ose Fis win ee 16 

Number advocating first stopping in 
PRION io 95-0 .o $. Sale ne a eb ae eee 10 

Number advocating both simultane- 
ously Faerie a RetER ecole Reve spin ceria as 6 

Number advocating either stopping 
PE 65s hes is bh MS eee eae Pee 1 

Number who do not state which..... 2 

*35 

Analysing now carefully the reasons 

given, I find that the chief reasons given 

by the intake advocates are: 

(1) Because it is the coolest, easiest 

and most direct point of attack. 

(2) Because it is then possible to work 

in pure air. 

*The fact that some writers recom- 
meud two courses, such as “intake first 
or both simultaneously.” acounts for the 
apparent discrepancy in this total with 
the number of letters received. 

By John T. Fuller * 

A tabulated recapitulation of 

the recent mine-fire discussion. 

The opinions advanced were sur- 

prisingly contradictory, but Mr. 

Fuller believes that the evidence 

shows the return should be closed 

off first. 

*Consulting engineer, Honesdale, Penn. 

(3) Because the air sunply can be cut 

off immediately. 

(4) Possibility of an explosion is not 

sufficiently evident to offset the danger, 

inconvenience and delay incidental to 

working in a bad atmosphere. 
(5) Because in most cases it would be 

impossible to put the first stopping in the 
return. 

The “return” advocates on the other 

hand offer the following: 

(1) Because by placing the first stop- 

ping on the intake there is danger of a 

gas explosion. 

(2) By placing the first stopping on 

the return such an expl@ion would be 
avoided, owing to the fact that the mix- 

ture of smoke and gases of combustion 

would be forced back over the fire, aid- 

ing in extinguishing same, and by their 

expansion due to the heat of the fire, 

force back the air from the intake, thus 

preventing the formation of an explosive 

mixture at the seat of the fire. 

Considering, for the sake of argument, 
that the reasons pro and con above noted 

are the indirect evidence in the case, let 

us turn to the ‘direct evidence” of ex- 

amples in the actual experience of the 

writers. ' 

Intake Advocates—Have always closed 
off mine fires that way; nothing at all 

alarming has ever happened by so doing, 

and therefore this is most emphatically 

the correct thing to do. 

Return Advocates—Have tried placing 

the first stopping in the intake with dis- 
astrous results in the way of gas explo- 

sions, while on the other hand have had 
no explosions when first stopping has 

been placed on return. 

While my personal experience with 

mine fires has been confined to but three, 

none of which were of the nature of the 

fire in question, nevertheless, having in 
mind several explosions which to my 

knowledge had occurred in the anthracite 

coal region of Pennsylvania due to clos- 

ing the intake first, I was one of those 
who recommended closing the return first. 

if possible. 
Any fair-minded man will, I think, if 

he reads over and carefully analyzes this 

discussion along the lines I have indi- 

cated, come to the conclusion that, in 

spite of the majority of the intake ad- 

vocates, the preponderance of evidence. 
backed by the proof of actual experi- 

ence, is in favor of the “return advo- 

cates.” 

Therefore, considering myself as the 

original questioner, I would take my 

question to be answered as follows: 

There is no general rule possible, but 

if gas is present or liable to be present, 

make every possible effort to place the 

first stopping on the return. 

F 

tn RNS soi 
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CONDENSED SUMMARY OF THE RECENT DISCUSSION ON MINE FIRES 
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Not Stated Reasons Given . Remarks 

Closing the intake first is recommended, as otherwise|]Proper bratticing and short-circuiting of the air, 
thesmoke is forced into the intake and fills it socom- with or without helmets, should remove this diffi- 
pletely that it is impossible to get so close to the culty 
fire on that side 

in}Proper bratticing and short-circuiting of the air, with Because the coolest and easiest place to. work and r 1€ ai 
ut in or without helmets, should remove this difficulty most cases it would be quite impossihie to p 

the return stopping first 

|No reasons given 

'Because it would then vc possipie to work in fresh air|/Proper bratticing and short-circuiting of the air, with 
| or without helmets, should remove this difficulty 

‘ccatse, by so doing, an explosion would be avoided,]/This conc!usion is supported by cases in the actual 
| “owing ‘to the fact that the mixture of smoke and experience of others 
| gasses of combustion wouiu he forced back, over 

the fire and no chance given for ane xplosive mix- 
ture of gas and air to form near it 

iBecause, when the air current is cut off from the fire,J|f&ven in this case it ix possible under certain condi- 
completely, there is no unnecessary delay and the tions for sufficient air to be sealed in to cause an 
danger from any accumulation and consequent explosion at least strong enough to biow down the 
explosion of firedamp is reduced toa minimum stoppings 

No reason given 

Impossible to reach the fire in any other way Proper bratticing and short-circuiting of the air, with 
or without helmets, should remove this difficulty 

| Because it cuts off the supply of oxygen promptly so does placing the stopping in the return 

|B cause 1 is safer and more effective in shutting off 
fire to cose the draft first and the air supply 

shen yards 

No reason given 

Because it prevents the smoke and fumes from travel- True, but the ventilating current is just as effectivel) 
ing to other places in the mine stopped by placing the first stopping in the intake 

No reason given 

No reason given 

No reason given 

If gas is not present the intake should be closed first in}Aiso recommends reversing the fan under certain 
order to reduce the products of combustion in re-| conditions 
turn, thus giving a better opportunity for building Nore: As in this discussion it is assumed that gas is 
the second stopping. present or tiable to be present this letter is assum- 
If gas is present or liable to be present would build sumed to be in favor of sealing the return 
first in return to minimize the danger of accumu 
lations of gas with resulting explosions at sea 
of fire 

To avoid gas accumulation with consequent explosion} 
and to force products of combustion back over} 
fire to aid in extinguishing it 

In order to cut the air off immediately Letter states that writer would try to prevent an 
explosive mixture forming, but fails to state how. 

Writer states that he has always sealed off fires 
this way 

To confine products of combustion to fire area and so All these reasons have been supported and their truth 
aid in extinguishing same. These confined gases sustained by actual experience 
of combustion expand by heat and push back 
fresh air that would enter at intake. If intake 
is closed first there is danger of explosive mixture 
forming 

Working on fresh air. Is very emphatic that this is Writer strongly condemns reversing fan 
the best and only method 

Working on fresh air 

To work cn fresh air. Does not consider the possible Written by a man of long coal mining experience. 
danger of an explosion to be sufficient to offset the Cites exampies in his experience when such ex- 

danger and inconvenience of working in a bad plosion occurred. 
atmosphere 

Very emphatic that this is the correct and only way. Has always done it this way 
Strongest reason is the working in fresh air 

To work on fresh air 

3Zecause, in addition to stopping the flow of fresh air, 
past the fire it confines the products of combus- 
tion to the area of the fire which aids in extinguish- 
ing same and renders gas that may be present 
inexplosive. Avoids the ever-present danger of 
explosion when intake is closed first 

To isolate the fire from the accumulated volume of This is rather ambiguous, as one of the reasons for plac- 
gases in the return ing the first stopping in the return is to confine 

the accumulated gases and products of combus- 
tion to the fire area 

Reasons not definitely stated several good suggestions made 
‘To work on pure air States that fire is beyond contro!. Strictly speaking 

is a mine fire bevond control until the mine must 
be either abandoned or flooded? 

Because of the danger of explosion of gas. A man of Written by a man of long coal mining experience. 
experience will hesitate long before plac ing first Cites examples in his experience when such ex- 
stopping in the intake plosion oceurred 
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Examination Questions 
Selected from State Examinations, or Suggested by Correspondents 

Questions Asked at Fireboss 
Examination, Held at 
Cumberland, Wyo., 

Jan. 29-31, 1912 
(Continued from March 16) 

Ques.—What precautions are necessary 
in order to maintain a good current of 

air throughout the entire workings of a 

mine ? 

Ans.—To maintain a good air current 

in any mine it is necessary to build sub- 

stantial, air-tight stoppings and to make 

all doors, brattices, air bridges, etc., air- 

tight. The mine should be divided into 

separate ventilating districts and the air 

proportioned to the requirements in each 

district. It is necessary to so conduct 

the air as to cause the current to sweep 

the face, in each heading or working 
place. Wherever necessary to accomplish 

this, a temporary brattice should be con- 

structed. Double doors should be used 

at all important points on main roads; 

so as to avoid the short-circuiting of the 

air at such points when cars or men are 

passing. All mine doors should be so 

hung as to close with the air and should 

be given a proper fall in order that the 

door may close with the current and not 

stand open. Trappers should attend all 

doors through which much coal is hauled 

on main roads. Finally, a reliable form 

of ventilator should be installed and kept 

running constantly, nigHt and day. 

Ques.—What is the least mixture of 

marsh gas and air (firedamp) that can be 

detected, and what is the greatest explo- 

sive mixture> What is the lower and 

what the higher explosive limit? 

Ans.—The least percentage of marsh 

gas in air that can be detected will de- 

pend upon the means employed. Using 

the ordinary Davy lamp, burning com- 

mon sperm oil, some observers can detect 

as low as 2 per cent. of gas, but ordinar- 

ily not less than 3 per cent. can be de- 

tected with this lamp. Lamps burning 

a volatile oil will often detect as low 

as 1 per cent. of gas, but owing to the 

heating of the lamp when burning a vola- 

tile oil, the indications are not uniformly 

correct. By the use of an indicator in 

a Davy lamp as low as one-half of one 

per cent. of gas is accurately shown. 

The mixture of marsh gas and air reaches 

its maximum explosive point when the 

proportion of gas to air is 1: 9.57; that is 

to say, the volume of air is about 914 

times the volume of gas. The lower 

explosive limit is reached when the pro- 

portion of gas to air is 1: 13, or the vol- 

ume of air is 13 times the volume of the 

gas. The higher explosive limit is 

reached when the proportion of gas to air 

is 1:5, or the volume of air is 5 times 

the volume of the gas. 

Ques.—Why do you sometimes find a 
cap on the flame of a safety lamp when 

testing for gas, and again the gas will 

explode in the lamp without a cap having 

been observed ? 

Ans.—_-As explained in a _ previous 

answer, the presence of marsh gas in the 

mine air produces a plainly visible cap; 

but when olefiant gas is present asso- 

ciated with the marsh gas, the gas will 

often explode in the lamp before a flame 

cap has been observed. 

Ques.—What are the dangers attend- 

ing the use of the safety lamp? 

Ans.--The chief dangers arise from the 

improper use of the safety lamp, due 

either to the ignorance or carelessness of 

the user. Such are exposure to a strong 

air current; exposure to gas for too long 

a period; making a quick or excited move- 

ment when the lamp flames; swinging 

the lamp or allowing it to fall; carrying 

too high a flame; neglecting to properly 

clean the lamp and put the parts together, 

or to properly inspect the gauze to detect 

any defect, or to properly test the lamp 

to ascertain its condition. A safety lamp 

iS never safe when improperly handled, 

or in the hands of an incompetent person, 

or when the same is defective or improp- 

erly cleaned and put together. 
Ques.—Explain just how you would 

carry vour lamp when going to examine 

a known dangerous place containing gas. 

Ans.—Hold the lamp erect and do not 

swing; screen the lamp from any strong 

air current, or concussion of air, or blast 

that may force the flame through the 

gauze. Approach the place cautiously 

and do not walk carelessly into the gas 

without making sufficient tests for the 

same. Raise the lamp carefully and 

slowly toward the roof, observing the 

flame for the first appearance of a cap 

when so doing. When a flame cap is first 

observed, lower the lan*p promptly but 
slowly, and withdraw quietly from the 

place. 

Ques.—Could a safe shot that did its 

work immediately succeeding a windy 

shot, produce a disastrous explosion; if 

so, why ? 

Ans.—The flame of the second shot, in 

this case, would be projected into an 

atmosphere of combustible gases pro- 

duced by the first shot and the ignition 

of these gases would cause a local ex- 

plosion, which would be intensified by the 

dust thrown into the air by the force of 

the blast. The extent of such an ex- 

plosion would depend on the quantity of 
dust thrown into the air, its combustibility 

and the size of the openings. Under 

favorable conditions a very disastrous 

explosion would result. 

Ques.—In a mine where mining ma- 
chines are used to undercut the coai, 

which is blasted down with powder or 

other explosives, what precautions would 

you take and what is liable to occur 

even though no gas is known to exist 2 

Ans.—Owing to the large amount of 
fine cuttings and dust produced by the 

machines there is liable to occur a small 

local dust explosion at the working face 

if these cuttings are allowed to ac- 
cumulate. A good circulation of air must 

be maintained at the working face and 

strict regulations must be made and en- 

forced to prevent the occurrence of 

windy or blownout shots. A_ thorough 

system of inspection, charging and firing 

all shots should be adopted. Shotfirers 

should be appointed and authorized tc 

refuse to fire any and all shots that may 

in their opinion be unsafe. Special at- 

tention must be given to see that every 

working place is thoroughly ventilated by 

an air current traveling at a moderate 
velocity. 

Ques.—In an‘old mine generating ex- 

plosive gases, what dangers arise that 

are not found in new mines generating 

such gases, and how would you over- 

come such dangers ? 

Ans.—An old mine contains many 

abandoned places, cavities in the rouf 

due to falls, and other void places where 
gas can collect. Accumulation of gas in 

these void places renders the mine more 

dangerous, since the gas may be ignited 

by the lamp of a miner, or a roof fal! 

may throw much gas out onto the en- 
tries. The same result will often %c- 

cur from a fall of barometer, owing to 

the expansion of the gases that ac- 

cumulate in the abandoned places. To 
overcome these dangers, in an old mine, 

the abandoned places should be thor- 

oughly ventilated or closed tight and 

sealed. The air current in such mines 
should be made to sweep all void places 

and cavities where gas may collect. A 
more thorough inspection of the mine is 

necessary and a larger volume of air re- 

quired to be kept in circulation 

‘ 
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Sociological Department 
_ For the Betterment of Living Conditions in Mining Communities 

Problems of the Y. M. C. A. 
Mining Institute 
By CHARLES L. Fay* 

During the past year the Y. M. C. A.. 

Mining Institute movement has more 

than doubled its membership in the an- 

thracite coal fields of Pennsylvania. 

Seven district institutes now have a paid 

membership of over 5000 men. 

A few branches in the bituminous re- 
gion of Pennsylvania are doing good 
work. Institutes are conducted at Cabin 

Creek, W. Va., and the State Y. M. C. A., 
of Kentucky, is introducing special work 

for miners at Rim and Jenkins. 

TEACHING THE FOREIGN ELEMENT 

The institutes have thus far confined 

their work mainly to monthly meetings 

for the reading and discussion of papers 

on mining subjects. A few, however, 
have conducted successful mining schools 

and also schools in which to give the 
foreign miners a working knowledge of 

English, using studies in elementary min- 

ing for the instruction papers. In this 

connection it is interesting to note the 

development of instruction papers for use 

in the foreigners’ schools. 

M. S. Smith, a former secretary of the 

State Y. M. C. A. Bituminous Committee, 

Pennsylvania, first introduced the plan of 

teaching the foreigners by charts. Mr. 
Smith prepared the charts himself, using 

“store” paper and a marking crayon. 

Sentences were arranged that had to do 

with the miners’ everyday work and ex- 

periences. 

This crude plan was soon Superseded 
by the “Roberts Method” (Peter Rob- 

erts, Ph.D., International Y. M. C. A. 
Committee, New York City), consisting 

of printed charts and lesson _leaficts. 

i.ater, Col. R. A. Phillips, general man- 

‘ger of the Delaware,- Lackawanna & 

vestern R.R, coal department, conceived 

‘c idea of teaching foreign miners by 

e use of pictures, and recently the Del- 
vare, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co., 

suggestion and by the initiative of Col. 

illips, at large expense and with great 

re, prepared a book entitled, “Mine Ac- 
‘ents and Their Prevention,” which is 

complete and comprehensive that it 
ust be seen to be fully appreciated. 

PLANS OF THE INSTITUTE 

some of the methods and problems 
rthy of consideration may be indicated 
follows: 

“Mining secretary, State Y. M. Cc. A. of 
nsvVivania 

A—Discussion of practical mining 

questions by members, at the monthly 
meetings, rather than the presentation of 

technical papers by experts. This is not 

to the complete exclusion of occasional 

technical papers or addresses. 
B—More emphasis on the social and 

musical features of programs. 

C—Every institute to operate a well 

conducted mining school. 

D---Schools and occasional lectures (il- 

lustrated) at all mining towns. 

E—The development of plans to meet 

the moral, educational and social needs 

of the thousands of bovs in the mining 

communities. (One institute is. now 

planning for experimental work in the 
way of special institute meetings for for- 

eign boys.) 

F—A study of the liquor evil and the 

promotion of campaigns of education and 

for legislation to minimize and overcome 

this grectcst foe of the miner and the 

miner’s heme. (In one coal-producing 

county, estimates based on conservative 

data show that about $8,257,000 was 
spent during one year for liquor, or 3524 

to every man, woman and child in the 

county. ) 

G-—The promotion of Thrift clubs for 

the study of domestic economy and the 

betterment of living conditions. 

H—The Y. M. C. A. Mining Institute 

movement should be extended to every 
mining district in the United States. 

The movement is no longer an experi- 

ment. It has proved its timeliness and 

its value to miners, operators and so- 

ciety. A meeting of representative 

mining men, from all parts of the coun- 

try, to devise ways and means for a wide 
and aggressive campaign of development 

and extension, would result in great good. 

It seems to be the next logical step. 

Electrical Burns 

C. A. Lauffer, in the Electrical Journal, 

makes the following observations on 

flash burns from electric currents: 

“Flash burns of the skin are usually 

burns of the second degree. That is to 

say, while destroying the outer layer of 

skin (the epithelium) they do not injure 

the inner layer (the corium) nor the 
deeper tissues. At first these burns may 

present a mere congestion; the skin is 

red, as from exposure to the sun, and 

they have the appearance of merely a 
first-degree burn, and scarcely appear to 

need dressing and bandaging. But there 

is pain and some redness. By the second 

day huge blebs or blisters may have 

formed. Usually the hair is scorched; 

often the outer skin is blown off, and 
the surface looks ragged. Under proper 

treatment of these cases there is seldom 

any formation of pus, and they will heal 

up, usually without leaving a scar. I 

have treated many such burns with the 

happiest results. I have ministered to 

men whose features were so altered by 

burns and whose eyes were so badly 

swollen, that their own mothers would 

not have known them. To the uninitiated 

it seemed they were scarred for life, 

yet within two weeks they were able to 
resume work, and within two months no 

trace of their burns was discernible. 

TREATMENT OF FLASH BURNS OF THE 

SKIN 

“In treating flash burns the first 

requisite is to obtain the highest de- 
gree of surgical cleanliness by use of 

ethereal soap applied with numerous cot- 

ton sponges (using sterilized absorbent 

cotton, such as is sold for medical uses) 

and the application of sterile gauze 

dressing, well covered with unguentine. 

I find this ointment uniformly reliable; 

it soothes the pain and promotes re- 

covery. A loose gauze bandage is ap- 

plied and the part permitted to rest. 
“The subsequent treatment consists of 

daily redressings. When the blebs are 

large, we scissor them open freely, but 

allow the outer skin to remain for some 

days, as it is in itself a splendid pro- 
tective covering. 

“Such burns must be washed clean. 

With this precaution there is little lia- 
bility to infection with its accompanying 

pain, the formation of pus, and a _re- 
sulting long term of disability. But should 

they become infected with formation of 

pus, I would at once trim away the skin 

débris, so as to allow no pockets for the 

retention of infection. When the burn 

is not infected; that is, when the pus- 

producing bacteria do not invade the 

wound, the dead skin is removed within 
a few days, as soon, in fact, as the inner 

sensitive layer of the skin has had a 

chance to harden somewhat, and to lose 

its excessive scncitiveness. When the 

heaiing has progressed I sometimes ap- 

ply 10 per cent. ichthyol in petrolatuim, 

to facilitate the formation of normai skin. 

After recovery, in most cases, the skin 

remains red and sensitive for some 

weeks. I instruct the patient to wear 

canvas. gloves and otherwise protect the 

new skin from grime and weather, as it 

is prone to eczema. 
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“The dry, open method of treating such 
burns, namely, that of freely dusting on 

the wounds powdered stereate of zinc and 

exposing the injury unbandaged to the air, 

is more or less successful in hospital 
practice, but not adapted to patients who 

are moving around, especially those who 

may live in the streets and in dirty 
houses, and who may return to work be- 

fore complete recovery.” 

Apparatus for Artificial 
Respiration 

There are three forms by which artifi- 

cial respiration can be administered ;— 

Sylvester’s, Shaffer’s and Marshall Hall’s. 

The first two are those most in use. The 

Sylvester method is used by the most 

prominent instructors in this country, be- 

cause they believe it the most efficacious. 

However, there are many people who 
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make the deflation complete, it is gen- 

erally recognized that it is well to have a 

second man ready to put pressure on 

the lower part of the chest at the same 

time as the lungs are being deflated by 

the side compression of the arms. But 

the use of two men is not without advan- 

tage, because the deflator as we may call 

him, seeing that he does nothing else but 

deflate, may be over-zeazlous and com- 

press the lungs when the inflator is try- 

ing to inflate them. 

A MECHANISM FOLLOWING SYLVESTER 

fi4ETHCDS 

There is a great deal to be gained by 

synchronous work, and this is secured by 

the Fries apparatus, which is being sold 

under the name of the “Synchron” appli- 

ance. It has just been introduced into 

America, and we believe so far has not 

been recognized by those who have 

completely over the stomach, so that a 

large deflation is assured, and this occurs 

at the instant desired, hence the word 

“Synchron” is well earned. 

THE Arr PASSAGES 

The patentees recommend the exten- 

sion of the tongue by hand and show 

that this can be done by the man who 

works the appliance, but it would be bet- 

ter to hold the tongue in place by bana- 

aging, as is the general practice in the 

United States. 

The shape of the apparatus is such 

that the patient’s head is naturally 

thrown back in an abnormal position. like 

that of one whose neck is resting on a 

rolled up coat. This position is that rec- 

ommended by physicians because it 

makes a direct passage for the air from 

the nose and mouth to the lungs. 

Dr. Fries. a Swedish physician is the 

inventor. Prof. J. E. Johannson has 

to the Shaffer method, main- 

that system of procedure 

hold firmly 

lv because in 

the tongue does not have to be controlled. 

patient lies prone and his tongue 

naturally remains in the correct position. 

The 
ine 

THE SYLVESTER METHOD 

The Sylvester method primarily con- 

sists in rhythmically moving the arms to 

an extended position above the head and 

then pushing them back into a doubled 

position over the vest pockets, 

wiping them forcibly down the flanks so 

as to produce extended compression and 

2 binding tension across the stomach. 

The pull on the arms enlarges the chest, 

the air enters and fills the lungs. Wren 

the arms are lowered and pressure ap- 

plied the chest is thereby deflated and 

the air leaves. This treatment has re- 

ceived other developments. It has been 

recognized that deflation is not satisfac- 

torily attained by a mere movement of 

the arms. In proper treatment, the el- 

bows of the patient are thrust with some 

violence into his sides, and in order to 

lower 

YNCHRON RESPIRATION APPARATUS IN 

Py 
A 
tb, 
Uf 

, wah "7 

knowledge of ariuficial respiration, but 

from outward cppearances it would seem 

to meet with all requirements. There is 

little that is more tiring than taking part 

in resuscitation work. There is but little 

encouragement for those who are engaged 

in performing it. Few indeed can be 

induced to remain at the work for per- 

haps five long weary hours, when all 

evidence seems to favor the notion that 

the patient is dead beyond all recovery. 

The Sylvester operator must kneel at the 

patient's head, must lower his own body 

forward three or four feet, must press 

the elbows firmly, and then draw back 

beyond the perpendi@ular. This is no 

easy task, especially when many times 

repeated, and the men who have been 

working at it without response for an 

hour or two soon convince themselves 

that the man is dead beyond recall. With 

this new machine the patient is fixed to 

the apparatus, and thus one man can do 

the work with less labor than two would 

otherwise expend. 

chest operates automatically. 

The band over the 

It goes 

OPERATION : 

the made several severe practical tests of the 

contrivence in the Physiological Depart- 

ment of the Karolinska Institute at Stcck- 

holm. Also at the Serafimerlasarett, the 

Royal Hospital of Stockholm, it has been 

well tested and is now installed for gen- 

eral practice. The appliance has also 

been adopted by the Life Saving So- 
+ ciety end approved by the directors of 

ine Associction of Swedish Physicians. 

At the royal hospital at Stockholm this 

.pparctus proved successful in severa! 

cases of esphyxia after manual treat- 

ment had been abandoned as hopeless 

A. E. Sylven of 29 Broadway, New Yor! 

City, is the representative in the United 

States for the sale of this apparatus. 

‘It must be remembered that while the 

first duty is not to get the apparatus bu 

to attend to the patient, another can b 

sent for it. As artificial respiration mus 

usually be conducted for a long time 

there will be plenty of opportunity fo 

the apperatus to arrive and do good wor' 

at least in all cases where the resuscits 

tion cf the patient is difficult. 
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Coal and Coke News 
From Our Own Representatives in Various Important Mining Centers 

Washington, D. C. 

Representative Lee of Pennsylvania 
offered a bill to provide for com- 

sory arbitration in coal-mining con- 

-roversies. The bill has been referred to 

‘he Committee on Interstate Commerce, 

discussed, and referred to a subcommit- 

cee. It provides that in case a contro- 

versy arises between a carrier and its 
cimplovees or between the owner of a 
coal mine and the employees of such 

wher or owners, “seriously interrupting 

r threatening to interrupt the business of 

caid carrier, owner or owners, the chair- 

nan of the Interstate Commerce Com- 

sission and the Commissioner of Labor 

shall, upon the request of either party 

the controversy, with all practica- 
ble expedition, put themselves+in com- 

unication with the parties to such 

‘ontroversy and shall use their best 

efforts, by mediation and conciliation, to 

icably settle the same; and if such 

shall be unsuccessful, shall at 

ce endeavor to bring about an arbitra- 

of said controversy in accordance 

th the provisions of this Act.” 

[he bill goes on to provide for the sub- 

ssion of the controversy.to the arbitra- 

of a board of three persons in case 

annot be settled by che mediation and 

nciliation referred to above. 

-epresentative Lee from the 

‘rt of the anthracite region in Pennsyl- 

ia, As a Democrat he has interested 

ker Clark, Representative Oscar W. 

terwood, the majority leader, and 
resentative William B. Wylson, of 

isylvania, chairman of the labor com- 

-e, In his plan, and he thinks he has 

support. He hopes to have the bill 

a party measure. 
. Lee says: “I am perfectly willing 

ny bill should be amended in any 

that will enable it to get through 

resS more quickly, so long as it is 
ive. The time to pass such a meas- 

S now, and not after a strike has 
upon us.” 

as 

sti] 

ul 

ES 

comes 

ION IN THE PiTTSBURG-LAKE ERIE 

RATE CASE. 

Interstate Commerce Commission 
‘st handed down its decision in the 
‘rawn-out controversy between John 
ileau and the Pittsburg & Lake Erie 
0. et al., with the result that the 

" ' 88c. per ton “for the transporta- 
bituminous coal in carloads from 

tsburg, Penn., district to Ashtabula 
Chio, when for trans-shipment 

by vessel on the great lakes to points be- 

yond” is found to be unreasonable and 

the rate of 78c. is prescribed for -the 
future. 

After a lengthy review of the situation, 

the commission offers the following inter- 
esting remarks on the conditions affected 

by the rate under complaint: 

Viewed in the light of all the evidence 
and our own inquiries, the S88ec. rate 

looks high. Complainants assert that 

there exists no power anywhere to let 

a shipper into a market by advancing 

the rate to another shipper. If the rate 

which the other shipper is paying is un- 

duly low, we doubt whether this con- 

tention is tenable, and to this extent the 

general principle appealed to does not 

appear to us to be sound. But even 

though counsel have stated their con- 

tention ‘somewhat too broadly, as ap- 

plied to the situation in the Pittsburg 

Gistrict, it appears to point to the truth 

in this We think it only a fair 

inference from this record that the Pitts- 

case. 

burg rate was raised step by step, not 

to bring it up to a jievei which the car- 

riers might have regarded and defended 

as reasonable, but in order to let certain 

ing coal fields into.the lake trade compet 

And the record is conclusive that it is 

not a competitive rate. 

Defendants argue that the lack of 

prosperity among the -Pittsburg oper- 

due to excessive competition 

among the operators in the different dis- 

ranting that 

that justify the 

sive rate upon the traffic 

fields? The 

ators is 

tricts G this be so, does 

imposition of an exces- 

from one of the 

Pittsburg field is 

whether it 

relief or not and ir- 

channels into 

reduction in 

competing 

entitled to a 

brings the 

respective of the 

the 

will 

reasonable rate 

expected 

specifie 

which amount of the 

the rate flow. 

Rate Not DET=RMINED BY CosT ALONE 

rom the point of view of the specifie 

cost of doing this particular business 

this rate is still too high: but, as we 

have said before, cost is only one of the 

elements entering. into a rate. When 

we consider the coal rates from all the 

fields which will be affected by this 

change in the Pittsburg rate. the dis- 

turbance in established differentials, the 

possible deflection of the qurrents of 

coal trade and its effect upon operators 

elsewhere, the efiect upon the carriers 

directly involved and the indirect ef- 

upon other carriers, and all the other 

we are forced to 

that a rate lower than 

be just and reasonable 

disclosed by this 

fect 

valid 

the 

this 

under 

record. 

Tn view of ali the matters herein set 

forth it is our opinion, and we therefore 

find, that the present rate of S8S8e. is un- 

and unreasonable, and that the de- 

fendants shal! maintain for a period of 

two years from the date hereof a rate 

not to exceed 78e. from the mines in the 

Pittsburg district to Ashtabula Harbor, 

Ohio. 

considerations, 

conclusion 

would not 

the conditions 

just 

Alabama 

Birmingham—The Maryland Coa! Co., 
which is preparing to develop coal lanus 

along the Frisco line in Winston County, 

is pushing preliminary work and expects 

to have an output from the Black Creek 

seam with 30 days. This new concern 

is headed by Henry F. De Bardeleben. 

Sheffield—It was recently announced 

that a plan for reorganizing the Sheffield 

Coal & Iron Co. will shortly be submitted 

to the bond and stockholders. This con- 

cern is a New York corporation, organ- 

ized in 1909 with a capital of $3,250,009, 

owning mines and collieries at this point 

and at Wise, Va. : 

| Colorado 

Boulder—Although the agreement ef- 

fected recently between the American 

Fuel Co. and the members of district No. 

15, United Mine Workers of America, has 
given employment to about 750 men who 

have been on strike for almost two years. 

the industrial war in the northern coai 

fields is still a long way from settlement. 

The Rocky Mountain Fuel Co., the Na- 
tional Fuel, the Frederick, the Brooks- 

Harrison and the Consolidated Coa! and 

Coke companies have all joined in a no- 

tice to their nonunion employees in which 

they give assurance that they will not 

enter into any agreement with the union 

and will not under any circumstances 

discharge the nonunion miners without 

warning. The mines which have signed 

an agreement, represent 9.46 per cent. of 

the total production, and those which are 

still employing nonunion men, represent 

91.54 per cent. 

Illinois 

Edwardsville—Twenty-five deeds of 

trust were filed here recently by residents 

of Leef Township, transferring coal rights 

on their property to Thomas Williamson, 

trustee. The deal involves about 2500 

acres at S20 an acre, or a total of $50,000. 

The land is just east of Livingston and 

Williamson and the center of the tract is 
at the intersection of the Illinois Central 

and Big Four railroads. Mr. Williamson 

states that he represents Eastern capital, 

and that a mine will probably be opened 

on the property. 

Hillsboro—The coal properties, recent- 

ly purchased by the Chicago and Eastern 

Illinois R.R., include the two mines at 

Witt, and the Kortkamp mine at Hills- 
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boro; the Montgomery County mine, at 

Tavlor Springs, and the Peabody mine 

at Nakomis. The Taylor Springs mine 
and the No. 2 mine at Witt, have an av- 

erage capacity of 2500 tons a day, while 

the No. 24 mine at Witt and the Kort- 

kamp mine have an average of 1750 tons 
daily, and the Peabody mine, at Nakornis, 

produces an average of 1000 tons a dav. 

This gives a total production of about 

10,000 tons a day for the five mines. 

The purchase, it is thought, will have a 

tendency to make work even better than 

heretofore, and will also tend to create 

a business boom in the towns where 

the mines are located. No change will be 

made in the operation of the mines at the 

present time. 

Tilden—Two miners were perhaps fa- 

tally injured, and three others severely 

hurt, the latter part of last week, when 

the hoisting cage at the Tilden mine 

dropped 100 ft. to the bottom of the shaft. 

The accident was due to the engineer los- 

ing control of his engine. 

Chicago—The_ Interstate Commerce 

Commission has recently made an exam- 

ination into the alleged disciminatory rates 

formerly in force on coal handled from 

the Saline County field by the Big Four 

railroad. A differential, favoring the field 

to the extent of 3c. a ton, has been re- 

moved and the full rate demanded. Jn 

consequence, the O’Gara Coal Co. and 

five other operators in this field have 

brought complaint against the railroad. 

The O’Gara company does about 90 per 

cent. of the business in the territory, 

and its loss in consequence of the altered 

rate is said to amount to 5240,000 a year. 

The other operators who are fighting the 

Big Four are the Big Creek Colliery Co., 

the Saline County Coal Co., the Wasson 

Coal Co., the Harrisburg Southern Coal 

Co., and the EI Dorado Coal Company. 

Indiana 

Linton—The Vandalia mine No. 4 was 

flooded recently and had to be aband- 

oned. The inflow of water came from 

old workings, nearby, and the men had 
not even enough warning to allow them 

to remove their tools. The loss is esti- 

mated at more than $10,000. 

Indianapolis—A famine of anthracite 

coal is being experienced in many towns 

and cities throughout Indiana. This con- 

dition has prevailed for more than a 

week, although it is reported that thou- 
sands of cars are standing on sidings and 

in yards of the various railroads. 

The pay of miners in the Indiana coal 

field for the half month ending Mar. 11, 

broke all previous records. Every mine 

in all the principal districts worked full 

time during the two weeks. 

Terre Haute—The annual convention 

of District No. 11, United Mine Workers, 

which comprises all the Indiana field, 
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except Clay County, was held here, Mar. 

12 and 13, with 150 delegates in at- 

tendance.’ The scale committee made a 

report in favor of the demands made 

at the interstate joint conference at 

Indianapolis, but did not go into the de- 
tails of the state contract, since the joint 

conference will reconvene at Cleveland, 

Mar. 20, 

Kansas 

Pittsburg—Another shotfirer was killed 

recently at Radley; this time in the Ham- 

ilton No 7 mine. One week previous, two 

shotfirers were killed in a mine near Rad- 

ley, and a week before that another two 

shotfirers were killed in a Radley mine. 

Kentucky 

Franktort—Articles of incorporation of 

the Long Fork R.R. have been filed with 

the railroad commission. The new road 

will be 20 miles long and will extend from 

a point in Floyd County, through a part 

of Pike County to the Knott County line. 

It will open up valuable coal and timber 

lands in Floyd and Pike Counties and 

develop mines that have not been oper- 

ated heretofore on account of lack of 

transportation. The project is backed hy 

West Virginia capitalists, who own land 

along the route of the railroad. 

Louisville—Sweeping charges of rate 

discrimination, embracing an _ allegation 

that the Stearns Coal & Lumber Co. 

owns and operates the Kentucky & 

Tennessee Ry. Ca or vice versa, and that 

rebates are paid the coal and lumber 

company named, are made in a com- 

plaint against the Kentucky & Tennessee 
Ry., the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas 

Pacific Rv., and the Southern Ry. Co., 

filed before the Interstate Commerce 

Commission recently by the Tennessee 

Coal Co. The charges involve an al- 
leged discrimination of 10c. per ton in 

rates from Freeman to Chattanooga and 

Atlanta as compared with the rates in 

force from Jellico to the same points. 

Maryland 

Cumberland—Preparations are being 

made to resume operations at the Poto- 

mac mine, 2t Barton, after an idle- 
ness covering nearly five years. This 

mine was once the backbone of the 

little-vein region about Barton, and when 

at its best employedgabout 200 men. The 

suspension at the mine was a great blow 

to Barton and Pekin as the miners had 

to seek work elsewhere. 

Ohio 

Cleveland—The amount of coal afloat 
at Ohio ports is not any larger than it 

has been in former years. The leading 

shippers say that there will be less than 
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500,000 tons in store in vessels at 

end of the route on Apr. 1. Owing :) 

the heavy local demand there is 1; 

lake coal coming forward and the chan. -s 

are that some of the boats that have be. 1 

lined up to load before the contracts w..h 

the miners expire will not be able to ¢t 
cargoes. There is more coal afloat 

Cleveland than at any other port. Ve- 

sels are holding about 150,000 tons o; 

coal here, and most of it is consigned 

to the Canadian head of the lakes. 

Coshocton—The entry which is being 

made into the side of the mine of the 

Columbus Coal & Mining Co., near Cos- 

hocton, is about completed and the mine 

will soon be placed in operation again. 

This entry wes driven for the purpose of 
draining the mine which has been flooded 
for some time. 

Columbus—Secretary Nigh, of the 

Michigan-Ohio-Indiana Coal Association, 

has brought suit on behalf of that organ- 

ization against the Hocking Valiey R.R. 

Co., to test the question of responsibility 

of railroad companies for short-weight 

cars. The railroad contends that it is not 

liable to any claims of this character in- 

volving shipments made while the old 

under-billing rule was effective. This 

practice consisted in billing the coal car- 

goes at 500 Ib. less than actual weight 

in order to cover all shortages. The mat- 

ter will be tested thoroughly in the 

courts. 

Oklahoma 

Poteau—The property of the Sutter 

Coal & Mining Co. was sold here re- 

cently by the sheriff. E. F. Swinney, o! 
Kansas City, purchased both the mine 

and the railway owned by the mining 

company. The mine sold for $25,000 anc 

the railroad for $35,000. The railroad 

is nine miles long and connects with th 

Kansas City Southern at Shady Poin: 
The mine will be put into operation 1 

once. 

Pennsylvania 

BITUMINOUS 

Washington—An action involving mo: 

than $100,000 worth of coal land 

Chartiers Township was begun recent 

by James G. Morris, of Washington, \ 
obtained a cautionary injunction again 

the Meadowlands Coal Co. to restrain 

from further mining of coal under t 

Morris farm. The tract comprises !2- 
235 acres. Morris alleges that the co 
company has been taking out coal at ' 

rate of one acre a week and has fai 

to make the payments called for by : 

agreement, excepting an original 51! 

McDonald—After being on strike siv 

Mar. 1, about 500 miners employed 
the Jumbo mine of the Pittsburg © 
Co. have returned to work. Thé n 
went out because of orders received fre 
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» company compelling the machine men 

use safety lamps. The agree- 

cnt is to last until Apr. 1, and, by that 

ne, the district convention will be over 

id a more definite settlement between 

.e mer and the company will likely be 

ade. , 

Clearfield—The jury in the car dis- 

rimination case of the Beulah Coal Co. 

-cainst the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. 

recently brought in a verdict for the 

nlaintiff for $338,728.20, which is three- 

‘old the amount of damage it was found 

that the company had suffered by reason 

of the alleged discrimination. This makes 

the fourth case of this kind decided 

egainst the Pennsylvania Railroad in 

Clearfield. The awards in the other three 

cases were as follows: Sonman Coal Co., 

$145,830; Puritan Coal Mining Co., $72,- 

000, and Walnut Coal Co., 574,000. All 

the cases will be appealed. 

Du Bois—A fire on Mar. 13, did about 

315,000 worth of damage to the plant of 

the Cascade Coal & Coke Co. at Sykes- 

ville. The fire originated in a large coal 
storage bin in the tipple and was con- 

fined to this locality. 

With all the mines in this section 

working full time in anticipation of a 

possible shutdown, Apr. 1, the railroads 

are kept quite busy and every available 
man is being used. The Avoine mine at 

Fuller has been reopened. The mines 

at Tyler are running full time. The 

Buffalo & Susquehanna, the Buffalo, 
Rochester & Pittsburg and the Erie are 
all getting out as nearly their maximum 
eutput as the labor supply will permit. 

Connellsville—The coke market in the 
Connellsville region has taken another 

leap. A prominent producer said re- 

cently that 2000 more men are needed in 

this district in order to fill orders al- 
ready booked. 

Uniontown—The H. C. Frick Coke Co. 

1as recently ordered into service 462 ad- 
itional ovens. These ovens ‘are being 

red this week and will give the Frick 
ympany a total of approximately 18,000 

ens in blast or about 84 per cent. The 
‘ick company has also given orders to 

ve the Filbert coal-loading plant put 

shape for operation, and it is expected 

begin loading coal there at once. The 
etts plant of the South Fayette Coke 

. is being fired this week and the en- 

> 80 ovens will be put in operation 
fast as men can be secured. The 

ining Coke Co. is firing the 76 ovens 

ihe Wineland plant, which have been 

> for almost a year. - 

ANTHRACITE 

cranton—Anthracite coal sold at tide- 
er during February for an average of 

‘9 a ton, and as a result the increase 
the mine workers under the sliding 

‘ec is 7 per cent. 
‘irst-aid men in the Diamond colliery 

the Delaware, Lackawanna & West- 
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ern Co. successfully demonstrated their 
methods on three men overcome by after- 

damp following an explosion of gas, in 

which one man was burned to death. 

For an hour and a half the first-aid crew 

worked on Sidney Baker, mine foreman, 

and two other men, inducing respiration 

by artificial methods. 

Pittston—A coal breaker underground 
is to be the latest novelty in the mining 

industry in this city. Hogan & White, 

who recently acquired possession of the 

Bowkley tract, have commenced opera- 

tions. The firm plans to erect a set of 
coal rolls and screens inside the mine, 
and to prepare the coal there, after 

which it will be taken from the mine in 

assorted sizes. The seam which is being 

tapped is 20 ft. high, which makes this 
arrangement an easy possibility. 

Wilkes-Barre—The new washery of 

the Hillside Coal & Iron Co., which has 

been under construction for several 

months past, is now completed. The 

structure is considered one of the most 

uptodate in the valley. It will take coal 
from the Butler, Lawrence and Thomas 
shafts. 

According to reports of the mine in- 
spector for the seventh anthracite dis- 

trict, the Prospect colliery, of the Lehigh 

Valley Coal Co., at Wilkes-Barre, pre- 
pared 1,157,667 tons of coal during 1911. 

This is stated to be a world’s record for 

the greatest amount of coal produced by 

one colliery in a year, 

Tamaqua—Because 18 nonunion men 

failed to join the ranks and wear union 

buttons; 700employees of the Nesquehon- 

ing colliery of the Lehigh Coal & Navi- 

gation Co., near Mauch Chunk, went on 

strike, Mar. 11, and declared that they 
would remain away from work until the 

nonunionists joined the ranks. Subse- 

quently, the movement spread to the 

Coaldale colliery, throwing idle about 
1600 men altogether. 

Pottsville—February was the biggest 

month for coal production that the Phila- 

delphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. has 
had in its history. Coal trains were sent 
from here every half hour during the 

month. Reports for the past five months 
show that 4,069,000 tons of coal were 

shipped. . 

Utah 

Salt Lake City—Fifty-four owners of 

coal lands in Emery County, Utah, have 

formed a company known as the Emery 
Coal & Coke Co. The incorporators have 
turned their lands over to the company 

and taken stock in return. It is believed 

that the organization of this concern is 

another step toward the consolidation of 

the coal interests of that section. J. R. 

Sharp, a brother of William G. Sharp, 
president of the United States, Smelting, 
Refining & Mining Co., is a. dominant 
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factor in the new organization. The lands 

of the company are located near the town- 

sites of Emery and Ferron. 

West Virginia 
Fairmont—The Consolidated Coal Co., 

which operates 40 mines in this section, 
employing upward of 6000 men will, in 

the early spring, put into full operation 
all plants owned by the company. Some 

of the plants have not been running fuil 

time for the past year and as soon as 
men can be secured the mines will start 

full blast. Fifteen hundred men will be 
brought to this section to operate these 

plants within the next few weeks. 

Bluefield—The owners of 6000 acres of 

coal land in Dickenson and Russell coun- 

ties recently appeared before the senate 

committee on railroads of the Virginia 

legislature and argued in favor of a bill 
requiring railroads to connect with paral- 

lel lines. The bill was reported favorably. 
The proprietors of the coal field told the 

committee that they had bought the land 
several years ago, expecting to get rail- 

way connection with the Carolina, Clinch- 

field and Ohio. They had offered to build 

a line from their mines to the railroad 

tracks, but the railroad would not let 

them connect. Even after offering to give 

their line fee simple to the railroad, they 

said, a connection was refused them. 
Fire broke out at the steel tipple of 

the Pocahontas Consolidated Collieries 

Co., in the morning of Mar. 10, causing a 

loss estimated at about $2000. 

Sutton—The holdings of the Cosmopol- 
itan Coal & Coke Co., in Braxton County, 
were recently sold here at sheriff’s sale 

and bid in by W. H. Martin of Uniontown, 
Penn., for $49,800. The property, con- 

sisting of about 10,000 acres of coal land, 

was mortgaged for several hundred thous- 

and collars. 

Wheeling—The annual convention of 
the miners of the fifth and sixth sub- 

districts of Ohio, which include six 
counties in eastern Ohio and three coun- 

ties in northern West Virginia, opened 

here Mar. 14 with 200 delegates in at- 
tendance. The sentiment of the meeting 

was expressed as in favor of a strike 

Apr. 1, unless the miners’ full demands, 

are granted. 

Canada 
Calgary, B. C.—A car shortage which 

is holding back the work at various coal 
mines and causing them to curtail their 

outputs, and a general stagnation which 

necessarily follows the strike of seven 

months’ duration in the Crow's Nest 
Pass, last summer, have practically killed 

business in that section of Alberta and 
British Columbia. 

Russia 
St. Petersburg—Forty-five miners were 

killed as the result of an explosion in 
the Italianka coal mine, Mar. 16. 



Personals 

Josiah V. Thompson, coal! operator, of 

Uniontown, Penn., is a candidate for dele- 

gate from the twenty-third congressional 

district to the Republican National Con- 

renticn. 

Jolw H. Jones, president of the Pitts- 
burg-Buffalo Co., was chosen to act as 
spokesman for the operators at the joint 

conterence of operators and miners in 

Cleveland. Mar. 20. 

Tiaothy %’. Sprague, of Boston, has 

jusi returics from a trip to Colorado 

whic; he made for the purpose of look- 

ing into the preduction and development 

of sev2ra! Colorado coal fields. 

Jon: A. Roan formerly manager of 

menes for the Sunday Creek Coal Co. of 

columbis, Ohio, has resigned as man- 

eger of the Log Mountain Coal Co. of 

sel! County, Ky., and returned to Co- 

iumbus, 

John R. Rittman has resigned his po- 

sition as suverintendent. of the Lovington 
imiiie, near Decatur, IIl., and will be suc- 

ceeded by Jan Cameron who has been 

connected with the company for a num- 

ber of years. 

J. C. Kolso-a was elected president of 
the Indiana Bituminous Coal Operators 

Association at the regular annual meeting, 

held in Terre Haute, Mar. 13. Hugh 
Shirkle was chosen vice-president and 

Philip Penna, secretary. 

J, R. Pill of Birmingham, Ala., well 

known in industrial circles, has been 

made general manager of the Corona 

Coal & Iron Co. properties, recently pur- 

chased by Edgar L. Adler, with mines at - 

Corona, Coal Valley and Patten, Ala- 

bama. 

2. J. Wallace, until. recently with the 

Mississippi Valley Fuel Co., St. Louis, 

Mo., has been appointed Western sales 

manager of the Dealers Fuel Co., of 
Nashville, Tenn. Mr. Wallace will make 

his headquarters in the Wright Building, 

St. Louis. 

Louis Smith of Chicago has been ap- 

pointed resident manager of the Spring 

Valley, Ill., mines of the Spring Valley 

Coal Co., to succeed the late J. H. Luther. 
Mr. Smith was formerly connected with 

the Chicago office and is thoroughly con- 
\ersant with mine matters and with the 

business of the company. 

Obituary 
Tames Jones, founder of the Pitts- 

burgh-Buffalo Co., and one of the most 

widely known coal operators in the 

United States, died in the afternoon of 
Mar. 17, following a stroke of apoplexy. 

He is reputed to have left an estate val- 

ued between $5,000,000 and S6,000,009, 

which includes interests in subsidiary 

companies of the Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co., 

in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia, West 

Virginia and Kentucky. Mr. Jones was 
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born in Wales and arrived in this coun- 

try in 1858. His first stopping place 

was Mount Savage, Md., but it was only 

a few years before he moved to Pitts- 

burg. He served through the Civil War 

with conspicuous bravery. In 1878, Mr. 

Jones leased the Osceola mines from 

Judge Thomas Mellon, founder of the 

Mellon National Bank, and formed the 

Osceola Coal Co. He later formed « 

partnership with the late W. L. Scott, of 

Erie, Penn., for a time, and after suc- 

cessfully organizing and operating the 

Catsburg Coal Co. and the Rostrave: 

Coa: Co., Mr. Jones, in 1896, took his 

five sons into partnership and formes 

the company known as James Jones & 

Sons, at that time the largest shippers 

of coal in the Pittsburg district. At the 

formation of the Monongahela 

Consolidated Coal & Coke Co., in 1899 

an offer for the Jones interests was 

finally accepted and subsequently Mr. 

Jones and his sons formed the Pitts. 

burgh-Buffalo Co., with Mr. Jones as 

chairman of the board of directors. After 

selling a number of his coal properties 

to the Monongahela River Coal & Coke 

Co., Mr. Jones purchesed a large tract 

of land in Hazelwood and diverted a por- 

tion of his time from his mining inter- 

ests to building homes for working 

people, and at his death was one of the 

largest small home owners in Pittsburg. 

Construction News 
Latrobe, Penn.—The H. C. Frick Coke 

Co. is preparing to sink an aii shaft at 

its Marguerite plant. S. J. Harry has 

been given the contract. 

Pottsville, Penn.—The Lehigh Valley 

Coal Co. has under consideration the in- 

stallation of an electric plant and hanl- 

age system at the Packer ecoliieries near 

Shenandoah. 

Lawrence, Mass.—The contract for a 

10,000-ton reinforced-concrete coal pock- 

et at the new print-works department 

of the Pacific Mills has been awarded to 

the Aberthaw Construction Co., Boston. 

St. Clairsville, Ohio—The Provident 

Coal Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, will, next 

month, begin work on opening and equip- 

ping a new mine, at Fairpoint, Belmont 

County, Ohio. About $300,000 will be 

spent in developing this property. 

Colo.—H. MeGarry, 

of this city, and John T. Milliken, of St. 

Louis, have bought the Pike View mine 

and 1760 acres of coal land north of here. 

They will spend $35,000 in improvements 

to increase the daily output of the plant 

to 1000 tons. 

Colorado Springs, 

3altimore, Md.—It is the intention of 

New York capitalists to build a large 

power plant, 40 mileg west of Chambers- 

burg, Penn, on the K$i0-acre property of 

the Mt. Equity Coal & Coke Co., to fur- 

nish electric power for the entire Cum- 

berland Valley from Carlisle, Penn., to 

Winchester, Va. 

Du Bois, Penn.—The Miller Construc- 

tion Co., of Lock Haven, Penn., has taken 

the contract for building the four- mile 

extension of the Buffalo, Rochester & 

Pittsburg R.R. to run through Jackson- 

ville and tap the company’s new coal 

field in Indiana County. The work is to 

be done during the coming summer. 
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A comprehensive review of the B: 

coal trade during the past year. 
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By George Blacker and \\ 

pp., 6x9 in. 

Separate reports are given from 

two inspection districts into which 

coal mines of Wyoming are divided. 

attempt is made to combine the statist: 

compiled for each section, in order 

present totals for the entire state. T) 

reports are for the fiscal year endin. 
Sept. 30. 
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periment Station, University of 1) 
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Of the stresses to which lines of wire 

fer tte transmission of electric current 

are subjected, this bulletin discusses the 

following three: (1) dead weight; (2) 

wind pressure; (3) change of tempera- 

ture. Approximate and exact formulas 

are derived for use in the calculation of 

such stresses. A numerical example 

given shows that for long spans and 

great sags the parabola method of cal- 

culation, commonly used by engineers, 

is inadequate. Evidence is presented to 

shew the superior advantage of the 

catenary method, and also to show that 

this method is sufficiently simple and ac- 

curate to serve the purposes of practice. 

Trade Catalogs 
Acetylene Lamp Co., Scran- 

Leaflet. The Scranton Acety- 

Lamp. Nine i 

Scranton 

ton, Penn. 

lene Mine 

illustrated. 

J. i: 

let. “The 

tilation of 

pages, 3x6 in 

Robinson. Pittsburg, Penn. Book- 

Turbine Fan and the V: 

Mines, Power Houses a! 

Buildings.” 20 pages, 5x9 in., illustrat: 

Five useful information 

data in connection with mine ventilat! 

convenient form 

pages of 

ure presented in 

mine foremen and engineers. 

Mvyers-Whaley Co... Ine., 

Catalog of Shoveling 

and surface 

illustrated. 

to load 

50 in. 

Knox\ 

Machi 

work. 

These 

coal or roc! 

in height; ¢ 

Tenn. 

for underground 

pages, $8x10 in., 

chines are built 

seams as little as 

tricity, gasoline, compressed air or st: 

may be employed for motive powe! 

Industrial Notes 
Roberts & Schaeffer, Chicago, Ill. ! 

recently placed an order with the | 

Engineering Co., Ltd., through their ' 

gary office, for a 16x16-in. Robb--\ 

strong ‘automatic engine, direct- 

nected to a 185-kv.a. alternating-cu 

generator, and an 11x12-in. engine 0 

sume type direct-connected to a 75- 

alternating-current generator. I 

engines are to be installed at the } 

of the Jasper Park Coal Co., Pocal: 

Alta., Canada, and are to be us: 

lighting and for motor purposes i! 

nection with the operation of the » 
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Coal Trade Reviews 
Current Prices of Coal and Coke and Market Conditions in the Important Centers 

General Review 

While the urgent demand prevailing in 

che Eastern market has eased off to a 

certain extent, the general tone through- 

out the country is unquestionably pan- 

icky. The entire situation hinges on the 

labor outlock, and should it become evi- 

dent that there will be a deadlock between 

the miners and operators, coal prices will 

undoubtedly experience a _ spectacular 

rise. 

In the East, at Atlantic Coast points, 

it is believed that such a rush for coal 

was never experienced before. While 

the stocks of the wholesalers continue to 

diminish, the tonnages being handled are 

so enormous that it seems certain the 

consumers must be accumulating a sub- 

stantial surplus. Embargoes have been 

declared on some of the Eastern roads 

and buyers are paying premiums on coal 

already en route in order to insure prompt 

delivery. Retail prices on anthracite have 

advanced 50c. a ton at a number of 
points; the uncertainty in the labor situ- 

ation and the small shipments being re- 

ceived are causing a widespread anxiety 

in this trade. 
The Ohio mines are reported to be 

working only 25 to 35 per cent. capacity, 

because of the car shortage. The diffi- 

culty in obtaining sufficient of the Ohio 

product, in the markets supplied by it, 

is becoming serious. In West Virginia, 

bids from foreign markets are carrying 

prices entirely beyond the control of the 

local consumers; the first shipments to 

this trade have now been made and others 

will follow in rapid succession. 
Heavy storing by the railroads in the 

Middle West continues to be the predom- 

inating feature in the trade there. The 

St. Louis market is particularly short, 

coal destined for there being diverted to 

Chicago, which is not receiving its cus- 

tomary shipments of the West Virginia 

product, because of the infiux of foreign 

orders. Auctioneering methods of sell- 

ing in St. Louis have been the cause of 

a sensational advance in prices, but it is 

helieved that they have now reached the 

naximum. 

Boston, Mass. 
Stocks of Southern coals in this sec- 

tion are rapidly diminishing; every con- 
‘ract, for use locally as well as for bunk- 

ers, is being stretched to the limit and 

receipts are relatively small. Long de- 

tention at Hampton Roads and the near 

expiration of the contract year are also 

tending to create a large extra demand on 

coals that can be shipped all-rail from 

the mines. A number of large plants at 

inland points, usually dependent on tide 

coal, have been forced to make heavy 

purchases of-the Pennsylvanias to tide 

them over. Panic prices have been paid 

for coal actually en route, in order that 

buyers might have some assurance of the 

cars coming through. There is a lively 

scramble for March delivery in fear of 

a general tie-up Apr. 1. , 

The Boston retailers advanced domestic 

sizes, Mar. 13, 50c. as follows: Broken, 

$7.50; egg and stove, S8; chestnut, $8.25; 

pea, $6.25; Franklin, $9.25; Shamokin, 

$8.25. It was also announced that no 

fill-up orders could be accepted. 

The following is some guide to whole- 

sale prices, although they are extremely 

hard to follow in a market of this kind: 

Clearfield, f.o.b. Philadelphia... .. 3.75@4.00 
Clearfield, forshipment, f.o.b. mines 2.50 2.75 
Clearfield, en route, f.0.b. mine basis 2.75 3.50 
Pocahontas, New River, f.o.b. 

flampton Roads... . ......6.-5. 5.00 
Pocahontas, New River, Boston, on 
CO a Bon cae ee wee aes ees an >. 856 6.25 

Pocahontas, New River, Provi- 
MENEC? OF CRIS So ascot te an ies 6 09@6.25 

New York 

The New York market appears to have 

steadied up to a certain extent in most 

branches during the past week. Not that 

prices have fallen off, but the demand 

is not so positively urgent and fears of a 

panic are no longer expressed. There is 

some hesitancy among consumers to stock 

further because of the ruling high prices, 
although stocks on hand among _ the 

wholesalers are generally conceded to be 

far below normal for this period. On the 

other hand, it is believed in most quart- 
ers that the large consumers have suc- 

ceeded in accumulating some surplus fuel 

to tide them over a possible suspension at 

the mines. ‘ 
Spot bituminous of ordinary grades 

may be quoted at $44.50 with the bet- 

ter grades out of the market. Water 

freights continue high, about double that 
quoted under normal conditions, althougi 

plenty of charters are obtainable at these 

figures. There is a decidedly optimistic 

feeling among the bituminous dealers 

generally, regardless of whether the 

strike takes place or not. 

In anthracite the supplies among the 

wholesalers continue low and none of the 
companies appear to be accumulating any 

surplus. The shortage is most noticeable 

in broken and egg. 

We quote wholesale anthracite prices, 
f.o.b. New York, as follows: 

WON GONURO ane oe aro eee we $5.504 6.00 
Mee d.D0G 6.00 

GMESEMUE Seis sacs eect ese 6.50 
Gre ee ata hth whe ee aa Pw ea Ake 5.00 @ 5.25 
Buckwheat No: 2... ccici cca. 4.00 4.50 

Philadelphia, Penn. 
The uncertain condition of the labor 

Situation still continues to spur the trade 

in this vicinity, and as a consequence, 

the dealers still complain that they can- 
not begin to get sufficient coal to fill 

their orders. Many dealers have abso- 

lutely refused to accept orders for pea, 

claiming that it is impossible for them te 

get it, or if they can, the wholesale price 

is such, that they do not feel like pav- 

ing it, or asking their customers in turn 

to stand the difference. Under ordinary 

conditions, the retail price of pea in this 

vicinity is about $4.75, but $5.25 and 

$5.50 are practically the ruling prices 

now, and very little of this size in stock 

at that. 

Every size is moving off, and there is 

no guarantee given that any size wil! be 
delivered promptly. The dealers simply 

cannot get ahead. Some of them have 

been successful in laying in a little ad- 

vance stock of the steam sizes, mostly 

buckwheat, against possible trouble at 

the mines, but the dealers as a whole 

have little or no stocks of coal, and if 

there is trouble Apr. 1, the anthracite 

business is likely to be brought to a 

standstill within a few weeks, at the 
most. 

Pittsburg 
Bituminous—Negotiations as to the 

wage scale have resulted in nothing im- 

portant, which is precisely what has been 

expected all along, and the prospects for 

a suspension remain unchanged. The 

sharp scarcity in tidewater markets has 

abated in the past few days, and coal is 

about 50c. per ton lower in the districts 

which have advantageous rates there and 

which were getting fancy prices. Clear- 
field coal, for instance, stands at $1.75% 

2 per cross ton at the present time, 

though a day may effect an entire change. 

Early last week Clearfield coal sold up 
to $2.50. In the Pittsburg district prices 

are a trifle higher, if anything, but there 

is relatively little excitement. Slack has 

brought $1.50 and 34-in. $1.75, slack be- 
ing particularly scarce. The mines con- 

tinue to run up to the limit of car sup- 

ply, about 80 per cent. of full rated ca- 



pacity. We quote: Mine-run and nut, 

$1.50 1.60; 34-in., $1.65@ 1.75; 114-in., 
$1.90@ 2; slack, $1.40@ 1.50, per net ton 

at mine, Pittsburg district. 

Connellsville Coke-—-The market ad- 

vanced sharply for both foundry and fur- 

nace coke, but the pressure for spot 

furnace has decreased this week, the 

consumers who were buying actively last 

week having apparently gotten all they 

required for the time being. For several 

weeks the spot coke market has been 

very irregular. A fortnight ago there was 

a sale of a round lot of prompt furnace 

coke at $2.50, although on immediately 

succeeding days there was coke available 

at S2 or less. The middle of last week 

prompt furnace coke was bringing $2.10 
a2.25, but is easier today. Contract 

coke is not being negotiated to any ex- 

tent, though two or three contracts ex- 
pire Apr. 1. We quote: Prompt furnace, 

$22.10; prompt foundry, $2.75q 3, per 

ton at ovens. 

The Courier reports production in the 

Connellsville and lower Connellsville re- 
gion in the week ended Mar. 2 at 396,- 

010 tons, an increase of 5000 tons, and 
shipments at 4521 cars to Pittsburg, 6244 
cars to points West and 1125 cars to 

points East, a total of 11,890 cars, an 

increase of 150. 

Baltimore, Md. 

An almost unprecedented demand for 
coal, and a still further advance in 

prices on all grades occurred in the Balti- 

more market during the past week; it 

is believed the trade never experienced 

such a rush for fuel before. The offices 
of the mining companies here have sim- 

ply been glutted with orders, and, despite 

the strenuous efforts that have been 

made to take care of customers, a ma- 

jority of the companies here are away 

behind in shipments, owing to the scarcity 

of cars. 

Prices for all grades have advanced 

over those for the previous week. At 

the majority of the offices of Baltimore 

companies it was stated that low-grade 

coal which, in normal times, brings about 

90c. per ton, was now selling at 52.50 

per ton, and in some instances it had 

been sold as high as $2.75. The better 

grades have also advanced, those which 

ordinarily sold at $2.50 per ton, now 

being disposed of at $3.25, and higher. 
It is not now a question of price as any 
operator who has the product can name 

his own price for it. 

Buffalo, N. Y. 

The bituminous-coal trade is fast ap- 

proaching a state of frenzy, with both 

producer and consumer very much 

alarmed over the outlook. There are 

many reports from certain districts that 
the supply is out or nearly so and al- 

most any price is offered for spot deliv- 
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eries, with here and there some factories 
already closed. Northern New York is 

suffering most, but there is now a fast 

increasing demand from Michigan. 

Even Buffalo is now on the anxious 

list and dealers are showing confirma- 
tions of large orders of bituminous sold 

as high as $3.60 delivered, with nothing 

said as to size or origin. The purchaser 

is in a panic if the delivery is not 

prompt, though the seller quite likely re- 

calls the times when the same buyer has 

canceled orders because the price de- 

clined. 

One dealer states that he sells all coal 
as accepted when it leaves the mine and 

declines to replace if the railroad con- 

fiscates it, which has not been done very 

much yet. Such precaution is made 

necessary because prices will drop sharp- 

ly as soon as the English strike is set- 

tled, regardless of whether we have a 

strike or not. 

Bituminous quotations are nominal at 
$2.60 for Pittsburg three-quarter, $2.50 

for mine-run and $2.25 for slack, but for 

spot delivery prices run all the way to 

$1.75 higher. Coke is also up, the de- 

mand being for 50 to 75c. over the nom- 
inal quotation of $4.25 for best Con- 

nellsville foundry. 

Cleveland, Ohio 
Conditions in the past week in re- 

gard to procuring sufficient coal to take 

care of requirements have become seri- 

ous, and in consequence prices have 

advanced on coarse coa! from 40 to 60c. 

per ton, and slack from 75 to 85c. per 

ton, with a great scarcity at that. 

There is still a pronounced shortage 
of cars and operators are not running 

more than about 25 to 35 per cent. capa- 

city. West Virginia shipments to this 

market are out of the question at this 

time, as that district is busy supplying 

coal for the European trade. It looks 

very much at the present time that there 
will be a coal famine in this district, 

strike or no strike, as there certainly will 

be a suspension for at least 30 days 
or possibly more, and there is little coal 

on hand. 

Columbus, Ohio 
As the time for the expiration of the 

present mining scale approaches, thc 

large consumers are becoming worried 

and efforts are being made to store up 

for a suspension, which is now believed 

to be inevitable. As a result, all steam 

sizes are in good demand and premiums 

are readily obtained on thes@ grades. The 
small sizes have also advanced sharply 

until nut, pea and slack are quoted at 
about $1.10, and coarse slack at an even 

dollar. 

It is estimated that during the past 
week the production has been only about 
55 to 60 per cent. normal, and, in some 
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cases, the percentage was even lower, 

Operators are making every effort pos- 

sible to relieve the situation, but the car 

shortage cannot be overcome. It is im- 

possible for the railroads to get the emp- 

ties back to the mines, and, as a result, 

many of the mines were compelled to 

close down for a portion of the past 
week. 

The strike situation in England is hav- 

ing its effect upon Ohio fields. The de- 
mand for bunker is taking much of the 

West Virginia fuel off the market, and, as 

a consequence, the Ohio product has a 

wider market. Much of the West Vir- 

ginia Pocahontas and Fairmount gas coal 

is being shipped to the seaboard. 

Retail trade has heen rather active de- 

spite the higher temperatures. Dealers 

have heen busy on small orders. Prices 

on domestic grades are still ruling firm 
in every particular. 

Prices prevailing in the Ohio fields are 
as follows: 

Hocking Valley 

Domestic lump... ... : SrA «Oa $1. 60 
io See ‘ ae 1. 40 
Mine-run er ere ee 1.20 
eee 1.20 
Nut, pea and slack. 1 We fs 
Coarse slack... 0.95 

Pittsburgh No.8 

PMR 0 cals lac x sale tat me marae $1.3: 
MINGC=-FUN . < ..56 66 owas Ope rer 1.15 
Coarse slack... ...... 0.3. iain MORSE 

Pomeroy Bend 

Domestic lump. . Ee ee eee $1 75 
q-in. AREAS Ae es Rajneesh eae 
PRASAD 3.565 1c: og icvsateny susan tone ancl 1.25 

Kanawha 

Domestic lump...... pyaar Sa 
j-in ny" OO Te re . 1.30 
MAMC=TUR... oss. oe ok os ccc) Se 

Hampton Roads, Va. 
The British steamers ‘“Statia” and 

“Chiverstone,” loaded with coal for Rot- 

terdam, Netherlands, and Port Said, 

Egypt, respectively, sailed from Hampton 

Roads recently. These two vessels are 

the first to carry coal from this port to 

foreign countries, which have been af- 

fected by the coal strike in England, and 

is the beginning of a large number due 

here during the next few weeks. The 
“Statia” has on board 4000 tons of coa} 

for Rotterdam, and is the first coal ship- 

ment ever made from Norfolk to that 

port. 

Another vessel, the British steamer 

“Denaby,” is in port to load a cargo of 

coal for Las Palmas, Great Canary Is- 

land. Heretofore all the coal in that port 

has been received from the mines in 

Wales. 
The supply of cars at the mines dur- 

ing the past week has been poor and 

what coal is loaded is moved to Hampton 

Roads very slowly. Very little trading in 

spot coal is going on and it is hard to 

quote a standard price on spot at the 

present time. One dealer who was 

pushed for spot coal earlier in the week 

paid $4.25 a ton for 500 tons to accom- 

modate the demand of his customer. 
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Charleston, W. Va. 

’That the coal operators are able to 

accept but about 30 per cent. of the 

orders offered, fairly illustrates the con- 

dition of the West Virginia trade. More 

orders are not accepted because the 

mines can only be worked about half 

time owing to the fact that cars are not 

available. The demand for coal and the 

failure to get sufficient cars to supply 

the demand has sent the price up, and 

those mines that are not compelled te 

use the entire output to fill contracts 

are once again making a good profit. In 

many instances the operators are now 

given an opportunity to recoup the losses 

of the past year or two, to which they are 

entitled. 

With anything like an adequate car 

supply that would keep the mines of 
the state in operation, the output will ex- 

ceed that of any other period in the coal- 
mining history of the state, while the 
revenue will likewise top all previous 

figures. 

Louisville, Ky. 

Coal prices in the Louisville market 
will probably begin to tumble in a short 

time. This may not occur for a few weeks 

yet, but Louisville consumers are for- 

tunate in that they are always offered 

an opportunity to lay in coal at summer 

prices, which helps to tide them over the 

winter without serious trouble. 
The retail dealers of “Louisville have 

educated their customers up to the point 

where the winter supply is laid in during 

the summer months to an extent probably 
equalled in few other cities. It was this 

precaution which prevented widespread 

inconvenience, and more suffering, the 
past winter. River coal is now coming 

down in goodly quantities, and the har- 

bors in this locality show evidence of the 

activity in that trade. 

Memphis, Tenn. 

The mine situation is steadily growing 
more distressing; in the west Kentucky 

fields foreign buyers are paying as high 

as $1.75 per ton for mine-run, which is 

about 90c. above the normal price. The 

high-grade coals have been extremely 
scarce and hard to get for the reason 
that there has been an unusual demand, 

as well as a car shortage. The western 

Kentucky operators are selling coal from 

day to day, and to the highest bidder. 

While the following prices have been 

quoted for the last few days, it has been 

impossible to buy at these figures. Ca- 

haba district has announced its minimum 

price for April, which is $2.25 per ton. 

However, there will be very little coal 

supplied to the domestic market at this 

price during the month of April should 

a strike go into effect. 

The normal or natural markets are 
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suffering for want of coal because there 

are foreign buyers on the ground and 

they pay prices that are far beyond the 

normal. 

Prices quoted in west Kentucky are as 
follows: 

INGO Be TORT IB RI lose Ste 7b on tamer OP me ory $1.50 
INSEE OPIN 535 arse cts seston 1.35 
No. 1 nut. 1.10 
WOIMGRRNUNT I 3) toe yeas eA ee ae 1.00 
UG CIR ENII 5, 5: 2-05) p oa: 3 riaeeeeioyu avente ase 0.75 

Chicago 
The net result of the expected strike of 

the miners, Apr. 1, has been an advance 

in prices to a basis of $1.75@ 2 per ton at 
the mines for practically all kinds of West- 

ern steam coal. 

Smokeless coal has been the center of 

the greatest interest. Smokeless mine- 
run has sold at $5 at tidewater, which 

means $3.60 a gross ton at the mines. 

All available cars and boats are being 

brought into requisition to move this coal. 

The only coal known of as having been 
sold spot on the Chicago market went 

early this week at $1.75 for mine-run. 

The coke market is strong in sympathy 

with the rest of the trade. In furnace and 

foundry coke the consumers want to con- 

tract for the third quarter of the year, 

but producers are backward about doing 

so. 

Prevailing prices at Chicago are as fol- 

lows: 

Sullivan County: 

Domestic lump... .....<..-- $2.87 
DUN Second org 25-8) ie ees 2.87 
Steam lump..... $2 62@2.87 
SGRCOMINGS =. | 56. ee ees 2. 62@2.87 

Springfield: 
Domestic lump............. ce $2.82 
Steam limp... . «occ. ccs SF-5EGD. 82 
LCG) aR RES etareeunrerey aber 2.57@2 82 
SGGMONIN SG 6 circ cix.s 5 ea oe sla seen 2 57@2 82 

Clinton: 

Domestic lump... .... 2.6.6. 00. $2.77 
SOCHMP TUM 2 i cece nsy se GRIGG, ae 
bh) C541) er reer ores 2.52@2.77 
Screenings.............. 2.52@2.77 

Pocahontas and New River: 

Mine-run ... $3. 80@4.05 
Lump ard ‘gg 4.05 

Coke—Prices asked for coke are: 
Connellsville and Wise County, $4.85; 

byproduct, egg and stove, $4.95; byprod- 
uct, nut, $4.75; gas house, $4.90@S5. 

Indianapolis 
Consumers in all grades are storing 

heavily here in anticipation of the strike. 

It is the general belief on all sides that 

a suspension will take place on Apr. 1 

and that there will be a decided short- 
age of coal. 

During the week past heavy tonnages 

of coal have been shipped into Indian- 

apolis for storage purposes. This coal 

has been consigned principally to the 

railroads and large manufacturing in- 
terests who have kept the matter so quiet 

that the fact that storing was being done 
has not been generally known. The 

Pennsylvania R.R. appears to be the 

leader in this movement as they are ac- 

cumulating an immense surplus of fuel 
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which they are storing on the right-of- 
way within the city limits; the officials 

of the company do not deny the fact 

that they are anticipating trouble at the 

mines. 

Among the dealers the talk varies con- 

siderably. Some seem to believe the 
situation will be acute while others are 

of the opinion that the outlook is not 

serious. It is the general impression, 
however, that the public will not suffer 

to any great extent, insofar as domestic 

consumption is concerned, at any ;ate. 

Minneapolis—St. Paul 

Should a cold wave strike the Twin 

Cities and remain any length of time, 
the fuel situation will be serious and 

a coal famine will surely be the result. 

The supply of all grades is limited, both 

on anthracite and bituminous. Anthracite 
sizes of nut and pea are not to be had 

and the dealers’ stocks on stove are low. 
Steam users who have been adverse to 

laying in stocks in view of the strike 

troubles are beginning to realize that 

they have been regarding the situation 
too lightly. 

Dealers, while interested in the prog- 

ress of the wage-scale conferences, are 

no more conversant with the real strike 

situation than the public at large. Prac- 

tically all the anthracite coal at Duluth, 
Superior and Ashland is exhausted, and 

nearly all the bituminous is contracted. 

Dealers say they have been reasonably 

busy, although not rushed. A lot of spec- 
ulation is being made as to whether or 

net the strike situation will prevent the 

usual Apr. 1 reduction of 50c. on an- 
thracite. Information in regard to this is 

generally received from the East about 
the middle of March, but dock men say 

they have heard nothing, owing to the la- 

bor situation. 

St. 

The last week or ten days has seen 

the most excitable market condition in 

coal-trade circles that St. Louis has 
known in years. The St. Louis market 
was governed largely by the panicky con- 

ditions at Chicago where the auctioneer- 

ing methods of buying, simply put the 
market out of sight. 

Conditions here are uncertain, but in- 

dications are that the market will not 

get any stronger, but probably break, 
unless discouraging reports come from 

the efforts that are being made to settle 
the different wage scales. 

Coal that would usually come to St. 

Louis to take care of the local consump- 

tion is being diverted to Chicago, on 
account of the supply from West Virginia 

being diverted from Chicago to the At- 

lantic Seaboard for export. As long as 
this continues the local market will be 
strong. 

Louis, Mo. 
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Prevailing prices in the St. Louis mar- 

ket are as follows: 

Franklin County 

Pe Oe: $2.25@2.40 
PIED: BOSMIGs 6.05 8S ew hw Ga ae Ss 2.25@2.35 
RS PMN 5 sndincstarary ka ae nceserere ee + 2.00@2.10 
Se ea ds 6 Rae ow Kee 1.854 1.95 
2-in, screeningS............... 1.75@1.85 

Carterville 

Lump and egg. eee $2.15@2.30 
NO. 2 HU. .<.: 2. 00a@2.10 
No. 2 nut... 2 00M 2.10 
No. 3 nut 1.85@1.95 
secreenings...... 1.75@1.85 
SE 1 1 85@2.00 

Standard 

6-in. lump.... $1. 90@2.00 
2-in. lump 1 852.00 
No. 1 nut 1 90 @2.00 
OTE AC | arr 1 90@2 00 
Screenings........ 1.35@1 45 

Wt. Olive 

3-in. lump. 
No. Ll nut 

No. 2 nut 

~~ 

tNonobo 

Coke is in good demand and hard to 

get at from $4.75 5, St. Louis. There 
is a good tonnage of smokeless com- 

ing forward that has been bought for 

some time, and anthracite is moving fair- 

ly well in the larger sizes. 

There has been a heavy tonnage of 

Kentucky coal shipped in, with screen- 

ings anywhere from 50c. to S1, mine-run 

S1@ 1.40, nut $1.35@ 1.60, 1'4-in. lump 
$1.50@ 1.60, and 2!'>-in. lump $1.75% 

1.85, all taking a S1 rate to East St. 

Louis. Part of this is from the union 

Kentucky field, and these mines will sus- 

pend on Apr. 1. 

Portland, Ore. 

Coal dealers here regard the winter 

season as over and from now on till next 

fall the demand will be only the normal 

average. Stocks carried over are some- 

what larger than usual, owing to the mild 

winter, despite the fact that a couple of 

Australian cargoes were canceled. It is 

thought the coal strike in England and 

Germany will have no effect on prices 
here as the Australian product is one of 

the price-governing factors on this coast. 

Local prices have shown no decline as 

yet, and they are not expected to until 

the beginning of the storage period, a 

date fixed by the dealers themselves, and 

depending upon conditions in general. At 

that time values will be shaded $1 per 

ton as is always customary. 

Production and Transportation 

Statistics 

Car SITUATION 

There is a further decrease of 5902 in 
the car surplus, the total surplus for the 
period ending Feb. 28 being 44.984 ears, 
as against 50.886 on Feb. 14, 1912. The 
decrease in surplus is reported in all 
classes of cars, the largest being 2402 
box cars, while flat. coal and miscel- 
laneous cars showed decreases of 580. 

1225 and 1695 cars, respectively. The 
total car shortage (37.142) remained 
practically the same as in the previous 
period when it was 36,928 cars. 

EXPORTS 

It is estimated that since the strike 

began in Great Britain, that country has 
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lost the sale of 190,000 tons of bunker 

coal to the world’s coaling stations. Or- 

ders for this amount have been placed 

in America, and deliveries will be made 

before the end of the present month. The 

following is the destination of this coal, 

in tons: 

PAPO M CREE cg a a Gis 016 oS 4 Siow weve aie 17,000 
PUENOR ANP AS: 665s oss + steal neree 32,800 
EG End eG erent eee gy aie er 10,500 
RRO ANE MIN oc Son gop a! Shien 7 Ko ct Seen 24,000 
[TL SS Sere eee ao eee er ered 11,000 

TESS 1 TE ee ra ee ora ara sae 37.000 
BR RMS 5 5.3 Gsm, Sol: ieee: ad 14,900 
BRA MMNPRTO! io 56.6 oo a Sle ees 22.950 
DARPA PWMER, Sins, soe ew: Tip hises bd Baers auatenes 12,300 
Algeria 
St. Vincent 

NorFoLtK & WESTERN Ry. 

The following is a statement of com- 

mercial and company coal from mines on 

the Norfolk & Western Ry. for the month 

of February, in short tons: 

Field Commercial Company 

Pocahontas:............ Tob 876 99.353 
iTS OOS eee ee 140 956 19,030 
RRNCMEE, 6. 5652: Ge emacs is 175,786 57.894 
Kenova.. anette 685 0 9.956 
Clinch Valley....... 107.238 7.642 

Total. . 1,560,426 223,875 

The following is a statement of the 
coal and coke tonnage from mines on the 

N. & W. Ry., in the state of West Vir- 
ginia, for the month of February, 1912: 

From Tipple Coal Total Coal 

Pocanontas . ......6 065 20,418 1,122,908 
WMG RAVED os cscs 3,247 189,986 
MEMOS ones Dice ha aes 1,744 233,680 
PINOUD. <.c wiaiegesucica 8,714 78,526 

oC) 1) RR 37,123 1,625,100 

Note—Total shipments of coke, origin- 

ating entirely in the Pocahontas field, 

amounted to 111,524 tons. 

Foreign Markets 

AFRICA 

The South African coal production for 

the year 1911 was as follows, in short 

tons: 

OTANI) ss 90 eco 096 joie ave) ae. 4,343,680 
REMADE ics rsve.aust te elp ss ousieie a ceuscsryia cee suele $9,023 
Oranve River Colony os <.5 <0. 482,690 
PRIDCG “sie ne wise ota pa raietarersteranecessys 2,682,029 

Total aati le le te taoetaleuele gnenet are 7,597,422 

AUSTRALIA 

Coal production for the first nine 
months of 1911 shows an increase of 

249,934 tons over that for the same per- 

iod in 1910. It is probable that the pro- 

duction for 1911 will show a heavy in- 

crease over that for 1910. 

GREAT BRITAIN 

The following is a summary of the coal 
production in Great Britain for the year 

1911, in tons: 
4 

Dd Co eee ae 193,231,139 
RARER os once ratea ballgharahavnr ora. aions 39,845,058 
SCD UNSATEMG: ara savior ein ees to uetenace.< 41,718,163 

PUM ERMEUR. oc..5.0va 2a euy ncdterateaveretereuaniee ~ §4,564 

CLO) eo meget ara bees ara 271,878,924 
SOTO TON 2010 ici sieieec cnn a 264,417,588 

Market Conditions—The miners have 
suspended work and there is no coal 
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market. Negotiations for a_ settlemey 
are still proceeding. Quotations on 1), 

last day of business were nominally a 
follows: 

Best Welsh steam coal........... $5 28@5 
Seconds ere ee Te eee ee 5 O4a 5° 

RE acne cere eeu as once pbacte terete 4564.8 
PAT UM OBIS) occ ais ps ons ao cick eve wie 4.62@4 
Best Monmouthshire............. 4.44 
Seconds Dna icra eho dues: peeaeee 4 14@ 4.3; 
Best Cardiff small coals.......... 3.96 
Seconds SE oy ae 3.45 

The prices for Cardiff coals are al! 

f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth, or Barry, while 

those of Monmouthshire descriptions are 

f.o.b. Newport, both exclusive of wharf- 

age, and for cash in 30 days, less 212%. 

British Exports—The following is a 

comparative statement of the British fuel 

exports for the first two months of 1911. 
12, in tons: 

1911 1912 

Anthracite ...4... 430,564 447,199 
OND. ocd share hie sone 7,126,219 7,941,579 
MN ooo hn ices ic ees ones 1,548,601 134030, 474 
Houschold .......; 247,708 264,903 
Other sorts ...... 489,552 552,007 
MOR ones Sh che: pon re 169,873 222,040 
Patented fuel 284,884 310,183 
Bunker coal ..... 3,056,722 3,066,978 

POLAR). 25 so0ec 13,354,123 14,535,360 

Financial Notes 

At a regular meeting of the board of 

directors of the Coal & Iron National 

Bank (New York), a quarterly dividend 

of 114% was declared, payable Apr. 1, 

to stockholders of record, Mar. 13, 1912. 

The annual report of the Pittsburgh 

Coal Co. for the vear ended Dec. 31 shows 

net earnings of $4,044,504, compared with 

$4,699,863 in 1911. The deduction of $1,- 

563,775 for reserve, depletion, and depre- 

ciation against $1,678,374 in the previous 

year and of $1,088,790 in bond interest, 

compared with $1,056,039 in 1910, left a 

surplus of $1,391,937. The payment of 

$1,535,590 in dividends on the preferred 

stock left the surplus for the year at 

$38,347, against $611,860 in 1910. 

The average price of white-ash coal, 

of sizes above pea, sold at or near New 

York between Perth Amboy and Edge- 

water, for February was $4.88 per ton. 

This compares with an average price of 

$4.81 in February, 1911. Price this year 

entitled all miners and mine workers. 

included in the anthracite strike com- 

mission, to an increase of 7% over the 

rates of wages fixed in said awards. \v- 

erage monthly increase over such rates 

for the past nine years has been 415%, 

and aggregate bonus paid under the 

sliding scale has amounted to apprexi- 

mately $35,000,000. 

The Sheftield Coal & Tron Co. has no 

ere d- 

and 

overdue indebtedness to general 

itors, owes no money to its banks, 

should subsidiary companies continue to 

earn their way, the properties could be 

held for a considerable time were it not 

for the default which occurred on Jan. 

1, 1912, in the payment of $63,580 inter- 

est on the outstanding first-mortgage 

bonds, and the further fact that on Apr. 

1, 1912, a series of notes, aggregating 

about $82,000, given by the company at 

the time of its reorganization, will ma- 

ture. The above amount of $63,580 in- 

cludes the coupons on a large number of 

bonds, the holders of which agreed to 

defer payment of the same from Jan- 

uary, 1910. 


